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(ii) 
General Remarks 
This thesis is in two parts, Part A i, -z> concerned a 
N 
problem in the representation theory of semmisimjDie 21 gebraic 
groups, J- -U 1W CL -I- -6 In part B we are Lnterested in tulae en'om-or-ph-; = rings of 
comodiLles -', n part-4 --u-lar Jim t--,,, -e enaomorphism ring of a cart-aLi .# Aco L U- 
induced comodule., T-he parts are r-n,. orp or less ise. 11-1 co. -,. tain-., d 
each having its own Litroduct Aon and ref erenc, ---ýs T-', ie,. --e is 
howe-W-ea-l- an i: L-, iae-, lyj-nc- theme of induction and so tlae e-,. i)o3J'l, J-Jcn C) - L, -L 
of 2N .. kA, 
) is relevent to lboth. -parts,, Other poin'js of c)v--r-'Lap 
are the second theaorem of 4 in part -A. , ind -ession o., '-' 
Li part Bc 
'Ie assemble below definnitions and relnarks: ý, Mcl. -tul-V' Of V 
a general naturep in order to clarify not-ation and aqur--; -int 
ffactlis wl)-jch be used -,. -T-4thout the re-ader with the various --f 
ref erence 1C--Ater on. 
A coal. --ebra over, a field k is a triple vhere 
is a vector space over jk and G 1,1,3' and 
k are k maps satisfying 
and 
We often refer to a coalgeenbra (Ctp,, C) 
U= (1 1 )L& = 
s im, -L -o ply -as C. The - 
important coalgebras. occurrIng in this thesis ar,, =. ý, Hopf algebras. 
(iii) 
A Ho f al., rr .pL_, ebra 
(Cý%, F-) over I: a coalgebra over k- Cl 
that C is ak algebrap ). ý and E are k alge"Dra imaps --. -,. d ther. e 
is ak map 3 *C0 which has the property that 
f or alay C E-7 C, (ci) C, C: Lil- Cý ( C.; C) L -&- 
where (c) e c-:, nti-Pode of 4Cc S' sca1 le -dk, -a 
and is the unique k map satisfying (1). A Ho-of alý7ebra %I - 
C) 
is called co=utativo- ifff Cl. is a co=ut-at-iv-: ý 1-7- alggebra. 
Hopf algebras ocaurring in this thesis eaxe coal-T-nutative 
J cation to tulrie contrary an raost where an iind- 
algebrLs -, r po -nt oi vieu - r- interesting 
T. 7. or). - -- rom 
au 
arising f-rom a-", --oeoraac groups "i-gebraic Ould 
brý- 
-understood be -----f'-, P'ine throughout. 
Let K bea an algebraically c-losed field and- le-lu. ',. G., KEG 
I) 
L E, A. LG J as a i, 0 be an algebraic 07oup over Kre We reic,, rard Se 
functions on G and KVGJ 
i 
as a set of flUnCt-LOns On 
I, r c GXG 





2Y and by AX (a) (x., y) = a; xY) f ar a a- "C_ tý 
1 or an K CGII 
gc3bra over kg a ideal Cbea ET opf 
n id -e- a, 1 1 of Csuc. 'n-- "at 
iaC C 0 
and 3 (1) < I. it is clear h. Lo-vq' C/I may be given 11, U!, 




13 (10 16 
C, %(1 
ij) ,, 
A& k ýU (I) 4: ý C 
rýý " 43, wh . L. - 
L' "IA v 
13 
C (9 C0 C -m. 
C 
is the k- map such that m (a 0b0 13 c) = ac 
Gb --Lc*o-- azl,, d ;: ý. q ýý- b., c I- Co. 
(iv) 
If (G. * KEGJ) is an algeb"A. aic 07 oup and H is a cioseýý 
subgroup then I -IaE KCG3 a (h) =0 f or all 11 C ft I is a 
Hopf ideal, If H is in addition normal t1aen I is a no=. -al 
I -; rý Hopf ideal. However there are other Hopf idea-'IS of w-- - ý11 
do not arise in this 'way in general. .jS 
Let (Cjpp C) be a coalF, -:: b-La ove--. - k, A left 'C". comodule is a 
I -- VC is a pair (V.. r) where V is ak s-Pace and 
majo satisfyino, CD 
7- =Z: (1 an d (l Ivo 
We often denote aC comodiale (Vpi) sim7ply b. -)r V, 
M (C), den. ote---3 
%. A- 
t1le category 01 lef-IG., comodules ýand comod'ýLle maps). 
We may olmilarl-K., defin,, r-ght 
k space., we us, _4 Let V =(V., "r*) be a lleeý--_Pt C comod-ule an',,:., 
V to de-notie tuheý left comodule 
7r 0 Vp 1 Let Iv., I iE: "r 
be a basis of V, ts - the blemeh + j term4nad de tj 
T (V-. )= L< jE: I V-; 
0- , - U.. exe 31 calle d coefficient- flanct-ions 
and we put clf"' R' span! t ijli pjEl V 
ITO'k'T Sup pose ýj V is te 
E'Lnne e1ements of V HoLi by dimensional. Del k 
Tt he -Lu C -L ure ofa -for E J- fi (V 
E-I We may give VuU IM 
ýj 
*. '. %- -x- eV bir de ýit comodu T 
N 4- 
j 





algebra having antipode 8 then -, Ue may give 141 t1he 
of 
(v. ) the dual left comodule (V, 'I where 
it- 
LV0 j'ý I I- 
or any 
(17) 
From a coalgebra (C! ýpý) over k we obtain an a, --, 'gebra C 
where railltiplicatiOn is def ined by 




wi-i'jh P(c) c, c, A left C comodule (727-) may be 
regarded as a le., rl module by defin=*g 





We in-ay refer to aC module arising in this Tway as a rat A,. onal C) 
modialle., 
(, I; .. I 
gý _: i U may regard a ri a-L P, comodu'le a u 
module, in parlJoular C becomes aC* bimodulle in "J's 
L ýVp I-) and ýv II I be - - -I U 
I eft comoci-u! , S,. 
Or coziodulle map., e lp *V V? -L '; sa map such 
J. 
1%, t e= ((ge 1)1- . 
", le ý, rrite Hora..., (V,, 'P) for the k sDace %J 
of all C morphisms. Hom c 
(V, VI) ?. -, ay be natarally i'dentified wita 
Hom c *( v IV , 
')', C, 
Tf- C E: [G-l for an qjge",,, raJc g-roap G over K,, -ue m., ky, 
identiff"Y G -t.,., -ith a s, $-ILbset C by g 
(a) =--- a (g) for. - any gE 
G-, aC I-K. (G) By a 
modul-a. ri I we mean a rational K..... j hus 
KeLCOT 
." ýh, era 
ra --'--4or-al ZG modrule, 
is a L 
bi-mod-lule,, If V a-rid T are rrat..; a\, -o,, l-al 
G raodialles 
frequzently do., iden-*Ui--', -,, r 
T-7 OMIAT (V.. -"') a2id lTc), "--r,, -, (7r., 71 Llx 
Further details of mucIn. of the above material be 
E6 3 E12 I of r amd tae -, -ef----:, -encns for ai, --' 
(k) 
F Complements and injective comodi-des 
Introduction 
In this part we investigate U. L. Hopf algebras (see 1-3)0 
.w 
Ours. aim -is. to understand, in good cases., the inj... Uive act 
indecomposable comodules of a Hopf algebra im terms of a fin-ite 
dimensional subcomoduley an F complement. 
In sec 1'. 4Lo--., i 1 we c-ive tc, ýxamples o. A- L CD1 -9 U. '-J. al gebras and 
establiish some general properties. in Sect A-on 2 we f -4 C-1 Lo 121. ow a 
well wom. pat'a tio, 
-A I 
.a theory of restriction =d induct-ion 
. -for 
Hopf algebras. "'i JL S theory Js , -, -, ed fi-i sectJor 3 -`%era vr; --ýý . J- L4. _ý Li _L __ _) 
IT 
concern ourselves -T.. T-1 U a' gel 
-Tr -r iu -1 
-- -"7 .. 
Iý, 
- r ný , 11 ý,:; -p s -r -1 a-0n-, 7, of Chevaliel, grou, ý., ý-ive a proo off ,- je c tai 
'r -i -- -, on the natuare of the i-iijecti-,.. a comoduless of a , -. -, Dly con-nact(a-d 
edgebraic Chevalley group in chara,, --ter--:! -J), t-dc p>0. 
We also 
ca--jl-c, alate fairl- q-r. , 'VIA- S jr explicit-ly some -. ela+. -.,,. A- FU 
wea make- soLote. generral re-marz., 7-) On e rul e 0- , section 4 ul -I 




TI ComPlementa, anl., U.. L, algeb-Aras 
1 0. it 
. 
Notatio. m 
Throughout part AK denotes- a. perfeat field of nom zero 
characteristia p TZr thia- section we simply ite for 
0. and dim for dim... 
Let A. be a co=uta'uive algebra, over Kp I an ideal of ap. 
V., ý W subspaces of A and nE IN . 
Def ine 
rp n, on (pn) V-P 
nEv 
v 
(a subspace) and 
V. -W -K span 
1, vv 1, vEV., wEW I-, 
PU4- (P) Vn is spanmad by the Vn so that V VS, v n-1 
p n-I elements of the fo: rm v, v2 .... v IV . an v- IGE V InI 
By an augmentattion algebra we mean a pair (A,, E), where A 
is a commutative algebra: over a lfie]-d k, say.. and E-: Ak 
is ak algebra map. We put ker IF 
De-finition A unif o-. -mly ! ayered (U. 1) algebra i6s, a Ifoetherian 
augmentation algebra (AfF-) over K such that 
21 
n ni dim A/rlýp 'D for each n EIIN where 1 -, -ý dim P1.2 4 t 
-I 
Remarks 
1. For any Noetherian augnentation algebra A over KJV we 
,w 
have (l dim A/rlpllj < pril, wherea. 1 .- dim (see 
proof of the lemma of (f 2 in El Further 
122p we have equality Iai+, Pt' is a basis o. L 131"11 
nnr n-T plý-j P -1 in (1), if and only if cal a0000 2 
and 
2,0 Tf (A. (A t are, U. L. algebras fin-it-ely 
generated over K then (A (D A1.9 EOEI) is U. -L. 
3o Let (. AjqE, ) be an augmentation aln-ebra over such that 
A is an integral domain., we may form an a7agmentation allgeabra 
where F, /ra) Eý( a fo bEA., T JF 1, is a 
Notc. ý. therian -'U-hen (A. is U. L. if and only if )71 J, i"- 
Examples (a) k :; --- K, Xi-! 'X2' L- k- 11- any K algebra map,, 
-P coo-rdinatesy if necessaryp we may assume that By a change o., 
2 (x \ 
=O for all 1 So 
rpn7 
ji w= :2 Axi 9.2 L a- «, i-- Ax ipa., rid k/K[p" 
1 
i=l i--1 
may, be ideant if ied -. -. Ti th the polynomials in 1 X, j, aa* &Xl 
1. of 
degreeý less than pn in each variable,,. 
rt4 In pa A_ cular if K is algebra-ically closed and U is 
a,. connected -aluipotent, algebraic group o-ý, "E'r K9 -Ghen ILfU]i,,,, - &-- -4 
T. - 
a. free polynomiall ring by Rop, (3,3)-7 By the eCoove gCU i, i -0 
V21) 
and E90. K CUI -. 1. IK 
U. L. algebra. 
is evaluation alt; g then (KEUJ, E9)is a-, 
(b) Let H be a torus over K, alge braii c ally., closedp 
KEH] ---a. K evaluation at 1 
K CHJ =ým K 
[T Tn I1 -1 11 0 T 1; T2 
liý 
for some n, 
.01N Ora all it so by example (a) and remark 3P, j i's U. L. 'K CH 
(a) Let K be alge b-. -. a-ic ally closedp B any solifole connected 
algelbraic group over K and 'E: KUB3 1. evaluation at 1 
Then B :: 4- H. U 1ý IU .9 
the semidirect product of a maximal tonas E 
and U the subgroup of B consisting of the unipotent e. 11-ement3.. 
,_j 
IL-EB] KIrH. 7 & K[U] so (KLBj IZ: )' -is 
U. L. by (a) , 
(b) 
and remark- 2. 
(d) Let G be a connected semisimple P, 131 gebr-nic group over a 
K algebraically closed and E: evaluation at "ro 
(K LP-T IP 't )i 
-9 
in [I "E)-e%OpOS-* -'ion ()-f This, is pro-ved Ip LIL. 44 -ý-j 
it 
also f ollows from Chevalleyl s Theorem [4,9 Pro-Dos ition 1 J7. * 
(a), q (b) together with remarks 2 and 
1.2 
Definition A comp-lement of a U. L. algebra (A, f) is a subspace 
V of A such that 1EV and A- =V 
The importance of complements lies in the following, 
5 
. 
Theorem If V is & complement for a U.. L. algebra (A. 91E) then 
AVn+, M[Pnj for any nEV 
'Droof True for nz-:; -l by definition of complement. Assume 
that n>1 and the theorem holds for n-1 , 
-n n-1 I (pn-I Put X == Vn an&, Tm nv)- 
m- times. 
v 
We will prove by induction thattfor all mp. A =z- XG. + 
n7 
Since A/g Cp nj is localp for some m's TI ýý'OTJýEP so it wi-11 m 
"rom (A. ) that A -- X as req7aired. - 
folll-ow fA 
-'1111 ZL P3 4-11 = VI by -'. '-he modular law., so 
pný n llp 




1C1.1 implies V.. V 10 12 
f C)" M_4 Hemnce (A, -) -; &. s 
true to 
.4 
cV No te L. =V+ gives L. 
(P-a 
and so A v X (2) 
Sur-pose A=X +- ATn then 
n-lj,, 
n-I (p ,) xkMn v) I+ ATm+. i I 
using (2) and the hypothesis A- Vn_l +t, 
ý 
I 6 
Hence (A) is true by induction so 
XV+ -M rp 
n 
n 
j, ýPnj =_ Since A is U, L. dim A/ 
(3)o 
ndim'M/ p P'l 
, rý/ dimV) n (dim 
There is aK epimorphism 
le % f. "n-l (. 0) , ný- 11 V0 vkp) 0 VP Vv G0vpV n 
given by v1 '0 v2p4ý 'V'n 
Pv, v2 PC 000 ov nP 
n-I 
0 
Hence dim Vn (dimV)n,,. This shows that I. -he sum (3) is 
di. rect and proves the theorem.. 
-ýft Remark As a corollary to thiel above angument, we obtai-n 
dim V (dim V)n,. (p 
n) 
, 
dim V0 and n- 
dim V --for any n, 
the map of (4) is an isomorphism. 
commutative K a! ebra put Def inition Fo-r W<AI 
WW Say a complement V of a U. Ii. algebra 
CCU n fýý 
is strong if V A. 
Ocr 
'Kajq 0, Put V+ !a Examples (a) A= &V; 
AXP so V is a complement. V 
C* 




Wv=K+ Kv- + 0-0-001. + Kyp-l is a com-plement., but 
V- KEY] At V is not strong. CO P-1 
Ui') For p>2,, V :ýK span Iy2 
y2y2 
w 
is a strong complemerrb. 
We conclude It .2 with a proposition and its limltimg version. 
Let (A"E) be a UL. algebra over K. Va slubspac-e- of A. suclal 
-M EP 3 that Vn =ý 0, Iret V= V(O) (9 V(t) G) oo* cr (+D V(n) be 
,2 'Put Tý = the set of any K -..!. pace decomposition of V. 






FO rfE Tm dý: =, f ine 
A N) (p) pp) 
t/ ý-L % 







is spanned by e-II-ements off -the form -P v 
V. V. Po***v4 Pm where v. E V(-4L, )t, n, i0 3-1 Lm -L rL 
m 
PCV (f ), whIere, -P (r) =i for 0<r<, m. But v-i vi'0 gp V-- % -L r 4-0 1 -ýn 
Henc e Vý+ 1 =- 
V (f 
fETM 
I Let W be a complement for A. 6 containing V. 1.1y thhe remarýý 
following the theorem we have dim W(P 
r) 
= d= ';, " -. 'ýor r>o 
7 
(pm 
W is an, - and -?; J-he natural map W 
(A )8 
and dim V(s)(P 
r) 
= dim V(s) for r >, Op 0 *ý s <. - n. Also 
the natural maps VQ V(P) V(Dm) --w Vý+ and 
( ID 
r) 
isomorphism of K spaces. Hence V4W gives dim V ,. =;, dim, V 
(P) 
r(f(m))(PP) V(f (0) 
are isomorphisms of K spaces for any f E- '- Tm 
Thus dim 3ý., = (dimV)3ý1+1 (2) and 
dim V(f) = dimV(f (0)). dimll(f (I )) o odimV(f (3)o 
e-111 Using (2) and (3) one can check that dimVdimV. 
fETm 
.u It fo-Uo-ws that the sum in (I ) is direct as rreaqlallred. 
- V(O) P-eb set of functions Assume further that 1ý -5 
72 + Gots 1, 
p. 
14 or Put 
,,, nl of finite support. FL 63'r 
+ 'fine :-S de oý(f) - max Irl.. For f 
f (r)j4O 
V(f PM) 
VU V(f,. M), 




4t-. I au) V Z-4 V(f), 
00 fES 
Put 
: ý,. v( 0) - fEs m 
00 
and 
i fES x(f ) <m I. We s ee- thel, 
Since V Vm this shows that 
00 
ýS, V(f fES 
(A-) 
VM CV for any fES is clear so V= : 
ý- 
V (f ) All 00 00 fES 
1 
Now suppose v:,, =-O, each vf E V(fi) and 
w 
fjqO****f distinct elements of S. Pick m E-Z + such 
t %#hat nýý (f j) for all i and vrf E Vl%. -P. om) for all JI-o 
9 
Uness 'Then A *,, of are distinct elements of S and the direc' 1- 1m 
-oposit of -the sum in. - p-1. Vion (a) gives each vfi = 04o 
bra We shall be most intereated in the wagmenta on alge' - 
"Ri, t) arisj-ng from a Hopf algebra over K. k -4 % .1 




e. An F is a complement -for t7, - 6D 
L, an which is also a lef t subcomodule of R. That- . 
4A-s 
F complement is -a subspace V of R such that 
)A(V') K, VG R and Vt, *j-uiL -' = R. 11 E V. 9 
Remark Onra, ca-u see that w-ith respect to luhca- approp-hiate 
' 1.2(a).. !,,, 2(b) (i) and Hopf structures the comp-lements o. 41 . 
.4 
lo2(b) (ii) are F COMPlements. 
Criterion foor an F com. -plemeirt 
11""ollowa IS lar ely a reworking of r2 in a -, -. Lopf t 9 1- 
1 
algebra context. Let (RyV E') be a Hop' aigebra over ýt L- 
t 'or Put T(R) =tY EE R Y(ra)' =g- ! E(r)Y(s) + Y(r)f, 
(s) --'L 
p- I al-L rvs E RI. T(R) is a Lie algebra wit',.,., UJI-e product 
(A) 
T, 0 
EY X "A for'Xj, ý( 2C T(-R), multiplication I -0ý 21 1 2- 
given by formula of- General Remark-se. The Lie algeb- .6C; 
T(R) is restricted with-- p operation -6ýpl= Yp for Y In T(R) L 
Now mippose 
CP-1 
=-- 0 and R is finite dimensionalo 
Put '. LJ(N),. K span YjtY2 o.... Lt Yi. E: T(R) and t ý<, - N). 
2- L" 
+T (R) + Tn (R) +- 00 () 
C ^? -N Lemma T, If YE L(N). p 1>N then 
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove the result ffor -71. = I': a, 
If YE T(R)., mlt: 0 & Cm, 
OR 
,, r E-- R then 
yo ( rm, , o. 40. M -1 ) =-z- (yo in %1iý1 m2 ** 0-mi- 1 r-) 
) mi 
f rm yo M, 
-hat them albove equation may be u2-eci It is easy to see IU 
4- * to gj-ve a proofo ofo' the le,.,. nma by in-duabion on 
fYEL (19, GO LL 
Let IX, y *-* . c,. Xnj be a- basis for T(R) v 
by 13,,,. 2, D,, 3 of 
EI -I 14, j T(-R) generates the restricted enveloping algebra of 
T R): ito -- IL l-i o ws 
t- hat '% I.: i-mR= 'D n and 'that 
'8 =1 
v(n -x- is a. basis for 
We ref er to an element of 
NO as a "nonomial. Let 
x 
P-lý P-1 and def ine (P K by _ZO 11 00000 x2ý li 
e%O of X in an expresaraor. of D aa a sum ef-fi-Jerat 0 
*7 
of monomialsv f or D, E- R. 





o( l! IZ C< 
.n 
/\2, x T. '0o0 ab £lh, 
For D, E R* write Z)(D) = degree of D. Wa definea(O) -- - 1; c. 
Th, e following facts may ea-sily be -verified. -b 
if 
.w 
D, jD j* 
D, 2CR, 94 0 74 D2 th en 
ý(Dj) + ý(D '): and D, (ED tD2)) 
'\ "D 2 
where 
EDl., D2] DjjD 2- DZýD T 




7' and II 
xn 15 ojllýl 
n(p, -, 4 hen 
f" 




rk n IN -- 
(0,9 0. * 
0) the n. L-tj 4 -* =, obv-ious. Now 
11 
(1) 
we prove the lemma by dmduction on the number of nonzero v; ', , .CWi so 
Suppose v< r yý- 
0,9 th en 
nX xr 0-0 *Xn EI ý' " 4p " -"-n 
oz K p(n _A, rx 
-r- f2 
fb" 6 Co 0 
t r-1 xre fý n 1, n, - 
r+ n' 




nrL -t- L 
r*4, 0( nX log x0Da0,0.0 a 
M. ox 1- ') Xr. 1:, Xr+l, -un Il -II ---L n 
+ terma. of smaUer degree)by 
(k), 12 
ý 1: d, r-T ý r+T tý ný, ýI :ý rt6ý f" n Hence 9 (XI . Xr ý)40 _I 
xr+$ 0, " ýýl "Ti 0,4,0' xr qx 
Al and so by induction we get 0(i +h = P- 11 
and 0' + (C41" +ý r) = P--t . 
Thus f or c-ý. Ul 3*-'.,,, cý i +Pi = cl, 
w 
oposiVion, ta. 2 
jiý 
AM is a- bas.., Ls f o. 2- I 1-- 0 on 
then R Is a frew. cyclic left R* modulia- gene rated: by 
P-1 a9 P-1 p- l! 
, 
auý 
Proo-j" It is easy to check that generat. e R a. -D, a 
K algeb-, -, a.. 0 and so eacl-1 a-; -'D 0. Nov , --,, 
i-nae 
pn we gel- that [a 
1 
0- 00& Ol 
-1 r,. 
- dim R0 
is a basis --OLO. '&" By lern-yra -for 0 <ý cki 49 
0( 0ý #A- 11 An NiN f4 (2-) (X, , *.. X'n ptcaoj =0 uniesa. UIN I= Cý 2=0* r' = O(n = "rj- I 
-1 where a al P-1 .. a 
P-1 Henae since 0n 
r x2 nj 0 is a basis for 
p 'Ic a lyh x11 'o * *-"-n % 0-0 / 94 0 Q. 
co mo 
0'/ Now suppose ID'aao 0 for some DER 
Dxn,::., ay. Suppose that 1 Xn 
ci or 
X 
qk 0 Then L> 
(Xl P-11 -Al 0 *1 0. Oxn 
P- l 'An 
D) o ao = 0. - Now by the 
(L) 




P-1 P-1 - Pr All 
'VII ex. presalon of X, 00*0 &n 
,D 
as a lintc. ý-ar- comb. -ination 
Of monomials is and so, by (2) we have 
P-1 x P-1 0 oý n) 
(-ao) =- 0. But 0so we have a 
Contradiction u. '0(3). -Mus D0 and so the ieft annihi'lalupor 
of ao =a1 P-1 ... anP-1 is 0. Hence 
dim T (, R) dim Ro ao =p-d in R. 
.- 4) and so R, oa R andt we are donc- 
Corollary, R is a Frobenius algebra. 
-Proof -1 The na-li-jural map R Is a . Le--! t F. module 
isomorphism since dim R< coo Birub the propos. 41-t-Jon show. 3 
R as lef tR modubas thus R 
RR 
i, e, R is Frobenius, 
1-, -7 
We no longer insist that'-M'*Pj= 0. 
Lemma Suppose 11 is a finitely generated Hopf algebra 
-,. %A 21i 
overK and Jai +01L -1p,, .naK 
basis for 
a == al: 
P- 1Q P-1 +'MCPI and Th a., R R/-Mlpj the natural 0 '-an 
map. If 7P (r ao then R where IR (r) 
is the lefft subcomodule of R generated by/, r, - 
r) Proof Work modM'P and apply the. -proposit-ion. 
(k) 1-4 
Criterion In the situation of the above lemmat if R %s U. L., 
dim LR (r) -4 p 
dimP)/p 2 
and 1 ýELR 
(r) then LR (r) is an 
F complement for R. 
Ex (a) Winterla F complement 
rl R :m KLSL 2(K)l -- KEA-,.,, BgcvD 1 AD - 
algebra. ically closed and the f-Cunctions A,, B.., CvD are del-fimned 
by A (g) B (g) 
f or any g (E: G- =k- SM 9 
(C(g) 
Dt%g)) 
el AYE Put V-- K span ABCD10 4V, +ý, <P-Iand 
One can easily ch-eck that IV' -J sa lef module. 
RB + RC, 1) and 
1) ý,, 22 -M/ 2. + basis off i, Olin B 
D 
let denote cong-, lence mod, be a- ru 
(A 1) P-1 BPý C*ý 1I)PI ýAD 
"--0 s-__o 
Clearly 1: =. - AD - BC EV and ns ing this relation 
oW+ p- I an d V=K span J AýBýCuD 0 
C4 +A =-- p- 1 or Y+S : =- 






II 'A Thus by 9, 
(2) and our critilwerion V -is an 
'F corapje, ",, e-q, %_ 
(A) 
U (3.. E: ) 
una. potent 31 by 3, inat rices. 




the group of upper triangular 




-P Lor any 
DefJlme k, and B by k 9) =Y (g and B (g) 
f 0«4". 9 E- Go. 30 A- = XZ - Y., B, = -, Z.. 
I 
Puvt V span f XYA'ý'RE Y +tC 
Check V is -a left G submodule off R. The relation 
y4 13X --ý, t'L., +'- =0 g-A-ve: 3 
15 
- )e ý-, t; . rIN IV, 
==K span XYý'*B <0 (4 + p-1 an, d m--L n. 0 -IY 
ý a) Hence dim V -<, P3 as in example %, . 
p ,x .21. ý, +2 + and z Ry RZ L+sa 
2t 'M 1> -U --e, mod basis for As before -lenotes con luemcl 
I 
-I rp--41 ZP-l t- xp 10ý1 4A 
P yp-l We have =-, Y-ý (A. -ý- *7-')-': ., 
-1 
IlE v 
-erion V -* EV so by (1: ) and the crit -1 s an F comp-Lement, 
Remark P The V of excample (b) is a spea±al case of the F 
complemen-tu described in 3,3,, 
v J. , a) and 
(b) without 2 It is r-crt difficult to do examples / 
appeal to the cr-iterionp see Erz--, ] . 
(A. ) 
2 Restriction and Induction 
2,1 
In this section we develop a theory of restriction amd 
inducc, *tion JID-or coalgebras and Hopf algebras, This closely 
parallels, and may be regarded-, as a genneralisation ofp the 
set up in Elol ý, The theory wila be used in the next 
section to show that certain comodulles are injective. 
Notation 
Th. rouglaout, tllis section! comodule means lefts comod -u. "I e 
Let (C,, U .I -r ý be a coalgebra over a ý' i -:, A. 
Z-ý' 
Ld ko Let (V,, ) be 
16 
if X is any ks pace deno-4v- -, --s cmo comodule -L %.. k-o-i 1, 
as- in If sa Hiopf- 
algebra we denote b Dy thec- trivial one dimensional aomodule, 
and 0. 
T0 Let (A 
,,. j and 
57' " be (3,. -B, J coaltebraa. 5Z 
over k- and lel-, ýL B be a coalgeb--r-a map 
(see 
lp de uam--itaries funct-ors 0 f 44i 
W -, & /V (3- , "A; ý AAA 
I to 
- na 9 roslri c--ion 1ý V-u 
0 of 
-., "'unctor and A (B) (k. ) the induction funct-orý, 
If IV 'e-) is x t-1. 1, an 12. comodule then 
0 
10 
(V) is deftined- to 
be the B, comodule (V, (1 jSCO-)", I 
If is also an 
A. comodulx. 3ý and fE Hom.,, (VtVI) then write fl) (f) for the o k 
map f- regarded as an elemeant of 1-110m, 
(V Po (V It is 
easy to see that To is a covariant functor, 
(A) 
Let be a B., comoduley (n O(W) is the A subcomodule 
of 
r 
A- consist-ing of the elements wi 
0 a4 p W4 
C Iffy 
ai E- k slac'n that 
1: 7 
(TO 
'41 (ý wi ai) 
0 
Th-is is a subcomodule since To 1 and 1 (3 
may be reg--arded as A morphisms - 
( i? & -i ýaäý 1 
0( 
and q) W) is the kernel of T ), Uzr) a .1 am. 
.17,, i 
.. 
pose (WI., 6") is also aB comodule and If- E Hom,, (', 
we def ine 
T0 (f W-i 
99 
0 
(w) -q. - ýo 
f(w1) ® aj 
by 
0.03ae can check 
10 that (p (f is well delf inedp an element of 
Hom,,. 
-( 
CPO(W).,. ýO(W') ) and that 
0 
is a covarian't -A- im c tor. 
Define the k map e 
O(W) W by 
E:, ("j)wi for wj 0ai w 
0., 
Using that 11 ill s ze., ro on UNO 
one may check that the diagram 
e 
a) 0 M) 
TO(TO(W))o BW 






Let (X,. I-) be any k comodule., then if c4 E HomB ( 990 (X) 11) 
AA AA there is a unique E HomA. (XI, 0 (W) ) such that eý c( 
0 i (> e. the diagram 
x- o< Ao 0 (W) 
e 
Commutes. 
Hom,., (Xr Proof De f ine maps -A- I HomB ( 
To (X),,,, 7J ) 
and . 
21L HomA (X. *ý 
0 Homa (X) t W) by 2 
(uf 
IH omB 0 \ 
(ý) 1 )7' and e for ; -(CE 
0 -, N and 0E Hom, t'X,,. " (ýIj). Check I are we-. '-', - 
defined a-yid are 
.a--T 
'-A-' "4 2 
inverse iso. -morph-Lisms.. 
Remark If Fl is a.. ".. A comodiale .fC Hom 
(W (-! -" ,ý L B` 10, I, 
J) and -F) 
has the above universal mapping property possessed by 
0 /V, (yk W). 9 e) it follows tha tj the r. e. exist unique . 4- isomorph-isms 
u and v such that 
0 (wj% 
c ommut ea s. 
2.2 Restr-Jet-iLon and induciuJI-on hav-, c. 3 the, following jI'rO_09rtJL_IEB3_* 
0 am of comodules a) ýD and 0 commute with 
taking a direct s, 
b) ýO is lea'-ffft exaccot, ýo is exact ;, 
19 
c) For any A. comodule X and any a. comodule W 
HomA (X.. T0 (W)) t-, f, Hom,, ( fo (X) , W) as ks -y) Paces (reciprocit 
w 
d) Let (Cý)4GqfC: ) be a coalgebra over k and BCa I 
coalgebra map then (i) (-ýf)o is natural-ly isomorphic to li %c 0 
ýo 
and (ii) 0 is naturally is omorphic to go q, 0 (t: ra r-ý -; t iv--f ty 
of ind-uation) ; 
e) Rega--rd B aa a left B comodule, then P0 (B I -= A. as left 
comodules; 
f) If W JLS an injectiVe in (B) then 990(74) Is an injeCtive 
in 
6 -4 uppose- further that A and B- al-V. -ý (commiricat-J--ve- P -'ý gsabras- ) Ho--r)-- L 
and that I is a Hopf algebra map. Recall tol-a-t- I Itensor productl 
of two comodules for a Hop-,, P. allgebra has a natural c-omodi-Lle 
stnicture. We have the -AP-ollowing add-itional properties -. 
g) V. commutes w-ith taking a tensor product of comodules ; 
h) If (V71 i s an A comodule ana (mo is aB comodule then I 
ý0( ro %) O; jý ýý , W\ ) 
0 v % (W) - as- co. -modu_'... es \V (the a,, Ijo-.; Lnt 
law) 0 
t, 
(-Li) , e) and h) We shall sketch proofs of d) 
Aon d) (iiI 0 is naturally 0 14,0 40 Pro-oosit j 
isomorphic -'U-o 91 
0 -Proof Suppose is aC comodule, Let- f, w 
De the C morphism defintad f -wi (8) bi) wilý (bi-) 
Similarly d, %afine aB morphism fa0 
orto 2 (Po (1- 
0 
(A) 
Put f =: = f if2co 
Now if X is any L, c omodule and ck E Hom %. c 
=-* Hom, ( *q-0 V c) 
W. 9 W) then by the, universall mapping property 
2-0 





n1l that f1 o( By the iiniveirsal mapping property for 
0 there is 
/AA 
a u.. r., ique C( I- 
TIV, t -74- 
ic ElomýkkZ- 








fl? 2 Q( = o( By 
44A M 
reversing the steps we g et that 0( i s the unique, element- of 
Hom 0/, 0/-, Ný X, wa. u th this prope -, t y,.. ThtLa- 
0 
has the aniversal mapping property of Hen, ---. e I-shere e Iýd-st 
unique k J. -s 
omo f"Wp SUCA-ý 
fw 
0 (W) 0 (w) 
e 
w commutes. 
Naturality may be checked by const-ruc-uing* -the iso-moorphisms 
and gW explicitlyo 
L -L.; LUL Cor%-.. ', '-Iar, v- eý --'-f -5 is regarded as a 
left co-o", ]e then 
0(B 
Iti. as lefft A comod'tiles. 
-he one dimensiona-1 k coalgebra, Proof Let k denote It 
t-1 is any defined byAk1l) 1LO)d If (C 
-C --. k is ak coalgebra map and we claim k coalgebra then 
0 (k) as 3 eft G comodules. c L. -L 
(A) at 
Now Ec0 (k) =m.. 11 & m, I (ý 01) (1 0 c) =1& (CC &1 1 )ýIC (1 Gxl C) I 
= 11 (9 cIaECI f-: -- C as left C comodul,,:. ls , 
Now by d) (ii) qo(B) ýO(EBO(k)) Fý0(1, ) 
(k) A as A comodules. 
Lr o. 'Ap)IAjEA) .,, (Bý, 
"" ) be Hopf algebras posa. tion h) Let k r-B In -, 
and 97 :A --4- Ba Hopf algeb-, - a map. Let 
(V, 'ý-) boe a left A- 
comodule and (W,, T) a left B comodtLIe, The-" 
(P 0 (W) as. A comodules 
,o 
(V (3 ? 0, 'W)) (V) 0W be tile B map Proof LetX. -. T- ;U IkI 
given by (v Gý 
< 
w, @ a, ) v E. (a .) -r-T - fo A 3.2- 
vEV, w.; (3 aE 9P (W) Let be the 
V (W) go ( 00 (V) Lfg W) corresponding to 1 
'is f4 es 
given by the universal mapping propertuye auA. 
wi 0 a., ) = 
<L 




wv :L (9 ai 
ET0 (W) and 
let 3 be the antipode of k, Define 
0 V% (9 V0 (W) to be the k ma . 6& -1 _p 
Such that (po W) 2 
Vi Wvi a(fil)aij aij) -el 2 *A- 
iw 
qj 
where vEV.., wEW,, aEA andT(v v ii ii 
(Aý) 
Check that /' 2 is well defined and that 
A1 
and A2 
Inverae Isomorphisms of k comodules,:,. 
e'N 
are 
Theorem Let (A., & 
... 
E ), " A 
). be and Hopf algebraa. over, 
k and ýV 0- a, a Hopf algebra map such I Uhat -T =- ker- is 
a normal Hopf ideal of A-, (see- E13J ). The identification 
(f 0 (B) takes fo (k) to a sub) Hopf algebra off 1,, 
X-r-r-Oof Put V 1; ) q7 
0k) (k) aCk CD a 
J,, a,, E A. (a) E (i + 
Clearly V is a sub k a1gebra of A. Let b--=, a basi-s 
of V and let S ben., the antiipode of Ac 
<Ill ( 3X -0 
j, we 'nave ju (V V J- 
JQ -P ij so i -, qormal glves fjit jp-L 
412q 
vjS (f, j) 
0 flj E A-@ (i + k)., Hence any m 
5c-ý 
VlS (f ji 
)f im @ flj E A- 
(D (J + k) and so 
j. * 1,9 i 
<e-. 
4 V, cs f V, 
6) fEA Q) (J + k). 
.1 jm 
1j =--- -L im j 
S. J6 






From this it follows: that V is a righ-, ', - and left snbcomodule 
of A and it remaInS to show that V is S inva: rl*ant, 
23 
Let T or A0A -1-- kA be the k map ddf ined by 
T( aigail) ail Q)aj_ for aisail C A,, 
inc eT (S @ S'ýAl [12. % 4-0. we have pforac vp k 
ýUA 
(S (a) )ET (S (9 3) ( (J- + k) Ox A-) = A, (D (J + k) .. Henc e by (% I) 
3 Vc) 
*0 
Corolla If (ApPpE) 
. 4As a Hop... f allgebra over k, Ha sub 
Hopf algebra and j- A(H n, kerE) then if ý9: A A-IJ S.. s the i 
natural map and AIJ --b k is defi-ned by (a + J) ==-E (a) 
for any aE At we have 1) ýp 0kH. 
0 "Droof Put H k) W -Ell at I ma.,, r ea c' - ck 'ton -% ty 
ý. - ,, ýe 1)q) %., y 
HHI and H.,, n kerg 4 J. Hence A(FI4 n ke, rEand so 
by Takeuchi's theorem F13, p 4, 3j v Ili 
Coro]-la Let (Ajý be a Hopf algebra over kv a perftact 
field of character. 1stic p>0. 
T: X --o. - AIJ be the natiaral mapo 
Definition 
n7 
let J rn E and, 
0 If,: 1an (k) A 
Let (A. *ýIyE) be a Hop--LP algebra over K and let k 
be a subfield of K. A Hopf k form o. -L* A is ak subalgebra 'Lk 
having the following properties - 1) Ak contains ak basis 
which is also aK basis of Ap 2) P(A -% A If : 
r, 4 kp k) I -k 
& Ak 3) ! F- (A k) 
S. (ILk) mr- Ak where S is the antipode of A. 
(A) 24 
Say A is def inedý- over k if A has a Hopf k 'J- orm. 
Suppose is defined over kp the field of q elements. 
a allopf kform, define 0 Let J1 be (a) m-m aq f or each aEA k 
Let r *. A --,. A be the unique K linear extension of 0 On e- 
may e. p -. n, asily check that is a Hopf algebra ma . 
Pro posit-ion Let (AOý1,! E) be as above and A a reduced ring., 
let TF: A" A441 be the natural map. If X is an k comodule 
14- -ach that IT MI,, ra A comodule then s0s injective and Y an injecti 
j X ýO(Y) is ar, inject-i've A comodule, 
PrOof Y is injective and hence is a direct su=and of a 
'4 - 1U. I. Leclu sum of copies of the le-Ift A comodiale "Llhus '-'a- 
it is enolugh to -I; j-ake Y 
tq) 
I One may check that is an I-somorphism (A 10 - 4- ý 1 /0 
of A comodiales. JAL 
(q) O(K) by thr7, -ec-nd -o"ollary to 
O/V 
h the o rem 23 Now Xl- & --ij k) 
hy 2.2f this Js an in-jective A- comodule. ai 
Remark This proposition will be extreme. '7, ý lassefull in 5 "em 
A- = K[ýQ) the coordinate -Aing of a sd-",. ply connected Chevalleay 
group over K.., an allgebraic-n-Ily clobsed -L Cield of characteristic - t: -) -i 
't p>0. We will be raost interf. --ý3ted in the case p 
To correspoAoý to the Frobenius operation on rati-iona-I G modules. 
25t 
2g4 As an illustration of the restriction., induction 
machinery developed so far we give a proof of part of 
Steinberg's twisted tensor product theorem, 
Our proof makes use of the following general result, 
Lemma Let (Bjpp., ýE) be a Hopf allgebra over Ky algebraic ally clos.,:., dj 
Ja normal Hopf idealp Rj the corresponding sub Hopff. algebra 
(s-ee CI 3] ) and R -. *- -, '-Z/, Jj 
f the natural ma-o. -If V is an R 
comodule sudh that ýO(V) is simple and W -J-s a simple IR 
-hat -. -,, P-'(W) <, R. - 
then V (2) 7 11 is a im-ple comodule -JV i 
Proof(Based, or. an idea of H. Blau)c 
'V Let 0 A- U -! ý, -T(D U an R- snabcomodule oi- . (R "J., 
Sinc e cf (W) <, Rj,, 00 (V 0 W) To (V) 0 (W) and I 
-L% 
pN 
so ? O(U) is a 
direct sum of copies of O(V)O- 
Thus by the simplieity Of 
rA M and ro - the algebraic 





dim U/ dim V (T). 
0. 
( -vi-:, ))) 0: Bixt Hom , a/jj 
( fo (U) P, 920 
M HomtR 
Hom (U,, V (S) 990 (K) Hom,, (U: v (9 
ý of the proposition of 2,, -4 by 2,, 2a-,, 2.2hý; and corollary 1: ,eo 
Now Rj may be --regarded as a Hopf a. ', -geb-.,,, a in its own 






Pir C- p 
s, i--l .9,,, 
dimlAL 
(k) 26 
by C6. v 1 5, Dl] where IWI is a full set of simple R P rklý 
comodules and II for i =, l..... dim WEB., and I. is 
an Rj,, inject. 1v -L e enve"lope of W The I. and lT. may be P. 
regarded as R comodules, 
? "r 
Now W n-t, Wy foor some YEB an, "' so 
W 
HOMR(up-V 4ýý41OHom (U., V(Fg imp--aes v 
i; p 
R 
dimx Hom, (U., VR>% dim Hom, (U.,, VG (dim V 
Now soc R If ýWs0 
CLIM R)> W) dim Hom 1. Ut. V OMR ýu""0J;;, k CLim 
But U<V0W so by (T) a--nd (2) wa. get 
dim U/ dim V :; ý; - dim W. 'r_'Owev-, -, Ir U :: ý V&W 3-ivt9s 
dim U< (dim V) (dim W) t-h-as dim U= (dim V) (dlm- W) 
and TT 
Prp_position Let (Aj,, 4jf-) be a Hopf algebra over K., algebraically 
closed of characteristia -P > 0, suppose A is a reduced rjm. g-,, 
Suppose A is defined ovtl-, -,. " Fp. the fieldýof p elements ani 
let Aý,, be a Hopf F., form. For n>0 let P (n) be the uniq7ae 
n 
AF Ay taking a to 
p 
for each aEA Let -IT (n) A --&- kn = A/ the F 
p 
natural map. Let "V'.. W be A comodules such that 0 
Tj (n) (V) 1-is 
simple and TO) 0 





-he map K linear extension of -IV 
is a simple An+, comodulec 
F) 
Proof -rýtn+l)o(VQ p(n)O(W)) 
(n+ I)0 (V) Tj (n+ 1 (n) )0 (W) by 2.2 g and 2.2 (d) (i) 




Let 1T (n, n+l) A n+ 1A", I 
be the map taking 
Epn+ý II 
a+ tA to a -i; - 
Tn CP 141 
j, '-o r. any aEAo 
T (n, n+, 4i)O(Ti (n+I)O(V)) (If (nn+l)-Fi (n+l jo(V) 
by 2c,. 2d(ii) n-: t- -rif(n), "V) s-ince 'IT(n, n+l) 71 (n). 
However T(n)O(V) is simple by hypot'hesis, Its remains to 
--I-, - show that (T (n+1) (P (n)) (W) is simple and " ýaat J-ts 10 
nN 
coefficient. space lies in jtLn+l 
(p )0 
cf klT(n+l kn))o( 
4 -T (n+ 1 (n) (A) 
-Tr tn+l' x -1. %, 11 %) (p 
(n) 
, u. 
gives rise to a map 
71! (n+ i (n) k/ c L 
,. n) f- nN PNa%D T (n+i M n+A 
CP i v, it-a kernelp thlas has Ul I 
(pn) 
Al A n+l e 
By the argument of 
C1Z t7- _3 j Tj s7eao-. qd Demma of , it follows that iS an-, 
isomorphism of Hopf algebras. However 





hence Tk 1) (W) is simple by the In 4 0 
-TI- (i)00 
is an isomor-ohasnr implies 
9- (n) )0 (w) is s implO This com-olet es the 
proof of the proposition., 
(A) 28 
Themorem let /r4n) be as in the above proposition, r 
Let VOI**Ooavn be A- comodules such that each '70) 0 
(VI) 






ýAr-) (V )) 
on 
LSI a- simple A,, 
+,, comodule. 
Proof By induction on no For n ý- Oo TMO(v 0) 
is simple 
by hypothesis. Assume true for n-l,, This t-cg-, -' as LV- 
/. N 7'kn/ is simple, ONG 
ý(*4100 
21- '# 'f 
Now in them above prop , osition wa put 
V, v0 (Vjý R0 97(n- 1)0 (Vn v 0 
to obtaim that 
rL- 
ý>O, - 0/0 il 1 j2ý(n) 0, 
Is simp: ýe aa required, 
Let A. = KCGJ foazr Ga simp. Ly connected algebraic 
Chevalley group over-Kv algebraically closed of J 
characteristic p> 00 T. et JM(A) -4 of + bin a fall se ý, T-' - '0 
restricted simple xraA, -ional modules for G. MtA) having unique 
EX He- highest weight p. e 
)& is the set of dominant, 
+ 
4- weights and X., p the 
dominant weights which T41hen expressed 
as uý linear combination of fundamental dominant weights 
have all coefficients between 0 and p-! ";. 
By theorem 6.4 OfE31 TO)OWI(A)) is simple for 
ýE Xp+ and so the above theorem gives 
(A) 




c , ýlimple where Pr denotes the Frobenius operation on modules 
and each Ex+ This, of courselp is strbnger than p0 
"Pr FrI saying that YM 1ý ill 01 is-simple aa 0) (> n 
an R comodule which is part of the Steinberg twisted 




F Complements and Chevalley Groups 
3,1 
Let be a coalgebra over k. a . 11. ield. Let 
be a finite dimensional right (resp. left) R comodule., 
V Hom f'ýT k) may be given a right k, respck left) R comodule kk" 
structure (see 1-. 2j As in C6,,. 1.21 we. define 
ak linear map c -0 f (V) by V*ý aV c- 
(v) , where EV and v- VE V. 
30 
Note m is onto and If we regg-ard VV as 'Ghe -left comodule 
(V V and as the right comodule V ®R (V) kj then c is an 
R bimodule ma-o. We denote c(o( (& v--' b c- ., 
(X -z-- V, -%f EV Oy 
and observ*e aoa- -Por a,, b Ez- IR We may 
., vo 
b 
a, oba cv, 
c 
eas i-ly show that if c b(, q v 
:: Pý 0 for aU v<EV thenv=O. 
-P as im'Oly We now put R=X, 143, the cDordi-nate ring o. 
-al I conneated ChevalleNr group G over K,, an algeb-,, - Xally 
f charac-lueristia p> 0* Put 1ý closed field 
o., 
- 
svýbspa- nWeid ge nti -- L"y R, with -V I-o e 
_n r. -0 
ý 
of th, os e elements which van-JIsh on and 




co ns is jmg 
further with 
Rn is given 
on the generators Xi (s e af! g 04i -4-: p23ý- 19 oe a ro ot 
by ti P(X )(r) - r(x M) for rC PL 
i-=O 
elements x 0( 
(t) of the root subgroup X, ý, 
(A) 31: 
Roots and root subgroupa-are computed with respect to the 
standard-. maximal torus of diagonal matrices H arising f rom 
the Chevalley construction, U (resp. UI) denotes the maximal 
Unipoten: t subgroup which consists of upper (resp. lower) 
uria, A5ular matrices arising from the Chevalley consl$ u ruction, 
llq. e ident-ify G with a. subset of R*' by g -i-T-litare 
r(g) for gEG.. rE -Aqo 
Definition N +(n) (resp,, N -(n)' the ]ý. span of ts product 00 
-0 of the elements X Or 0 -ýý I !! ý- pq-1 . cý >0 (-Iresp. < 0) . 
+/ On) -i- 17E c. n is NO-W =- ýj 0, k n) -ý- 
K,: E v =- N0 
clear we will omit iv -, - from t. 'L,,,,. e notaI-oion just given. 
Loppma 1 J. A. Green) Lelv- 1, 
that l(i) L z,? -'l whilere 
and (ii) Ivi NO-om -where? 





. 1,9 0 Tn,.: -5, n L M) 
2roof We first find an expression for the actoion of X on 
a- tensor Rn c om o dul e. sLet 
+ J- L ra dual 
to RL Iff 7,3,1 are R noncommu tive Hopf algeb- n a 
c omo dul es and u th en Y6 (v 0 w) OV c2c Y-; 0 -J for . un L- 
W and 
(, (+ )) (x ERr Now for r, s 




' 'L x, (r) x 42' -* (S) iience P I-j , V, 
Put M, = ly Cllt loyE ZI where Z =uf 
w 
If yEI., yEZ,. q so fo-. rs c(> 0.9 
(F9, y- IV, 1 givozs y- 
E Z. Hence X cyEi,., ' and so m Ot . 
51,0- m =ý 1"1 4. mr 1 by (ii) and so X1 =ý Put 
by a similar argvme-nT' we get LL 
so 
1: 1emark Clearly thLe right handed version of tl,. ýJs lem=a wor. 2-cs- 
just as we-"Llc. 
Def inition lf X is a- le i-t -P'- comodule f or 
(resp. 
- 
r-) to -phie fr C rcN 0-=00* -- 
0) j 
c, - -1-F col ea o---' Note if I is simple cf(X-) is -a-`-I-Lrect -11M .,. A ot 
by C6.. 1,. 3a, (ii"*l Eve--ry simple module is the rest--ic-t-J. -on )j . 
ýn 
of a simple R comodule ( L9v2]) and it --PO110WS --L'-: -OM the, struc-ture 
of such comodules that X as left 
e l-' 0( <00 
A9- 
z: -ý- D 
11 eox 0., t a. 1-1 -or- 1,9c x1 -1 Ki L Jh 
some 1 V= 0.. Further a ra XQX --t- ef M is an isomorphism 
( C69,1 , 0, -Ill) 
IxEXI, and so )0- =I cl S in JI arl. -yr or ox 
Ya simple left R comod-ule weo have E: Yf' , where n 
0 ýz mCY A-s such that m0f or a-..., - 
0 <, j, pn, - i and cI *a Y* (3 Y --o-, cf (Y) is the natin-al map. 
(A) 33 
I! emma 2 (J, i,,,, Green*)* Let XqY be sj-mp. ie comodules aa above. * 
def ine iL :X0y y"- -, )(+y- I 
moy -. 0., C-I. IX cI Mt y 
-V, is an isomol. 13hism of Rn comodules c, 
Proof cf (X 0 y) =, cf (X) c--'L" (Y) so we have a map 
d (X Q Y-) (X ß) Y) c. Ii. (7) and we rote thalv 
cl gry -X- d,,. 0 -1 =0 for xCX.. %y SL- y 
YSo if zE . 17C Yd z., 
"Tow if z) d rL Nb0 or all 
b e, nce 1 MV-Z 
T d., 0 for all bC , -nc 
By the right, handed ver3lOr, Of (1 13 m),,; b., z 2ý-- 
lemma U we have -or 0f all EZ (X a.; o, by a 
D-revious remark a, 0.. Thus is an in ject., Lve, _p , majý 
By 
dimens-ions 
-4, -Iu- is an -4somor-Qhism... 
Def ini-Uion For V a- left R= KrG-7 Oomodulem, we def ine- [J 
(resps, V"') to be Ir E c-&P(V) r --L': or all g E- 
U' U 
Definition R(O) rCR roh, ffor all H' R(01 
-4 f" wl thD- G'/Hl and w-ith maybe -i de: 3 n '. -- if Jieri IU -i L 
ý6 () (K) -wher e 
is the mrap,, 
Th-,, --,, orem RIO) is a U. -Ij. augmentoation algebra-, --L-or -tAhich 
St4-st- is an F complement. 
tional G module : D. Remarks, Stn denotea the simple, rat 
comodule) having unique hi&hest weight (-pný- I where 
E is 
-P sun of the positive rootsc. 'Ue write simply S:, -!, for Stj, the hal. 1- 
() 34 
R(O) is an augmentation algebra on which G acts as a group of 
K algebra automorphisma. at+St- is aG slabmodule of R(O).. In 
r* view of tais structure we refer to St+&. ->t- as an F complement 
rather than simply a complement. 
Proof of theorem Let Pn9R J1.1 n 
be the naturall map. We 
first show 1; E St-+ný-tn. By arguments simi-11-ar -, -'-, -, ose of 
the above lemmas St +-at ý ! --- at ,. Thus s--,.., n-ce St is n' n-n0 
Stn 
n 





0 and isoK. 1 G S-l'on+Stn-()' 
Now P ---0 gives St +) )On(, n 0, ýn IS simple as-- ' an Ps., 
f-" -7 
coinodule (%. Or Rn 9) by U: j . Prop an-d An mod, 
., 
u ali ,v 
R Rn is an -Rn comodule map. i't; "ollo-lis tlial; 
kst +) r 3, Hence by t'l-m, -kv L Pn) o n) le=, a Pn" n 4' 
kIku)I lla-z P 2; + -)ý: -- ("n, 0 
13 
'n atn ""'n" 'o n Pzi* n') 
dimension (dim B. t 
n) 
2p 2n d: LmU,, Since P., --. -esturicted to 
n 
+ +S + rp St St - is injective we have Op where 14 nnn 
'5 R., Hence -01 is the augmentation ideal of I 
In 
n -2dimU dim R (0) / (R (0) n 0, -ý! t % IF 
p 
But R(O) so since dim G/H =-- 2 djmU we get 
2_i dim R (0) n "Oll / r)'M) 2ý d3-m'u (the dimension of the 
J- 
bangent sp-a%--. e at I= the dimension of G/H sJunce G/H -JS a 
smooth affine variety). 
Now by remark 1 of 1,1 we have the reverse inequality 
to (1)o Hence (1) is an equality and R(O) is a U. L. 
(L) 3.5- 
augmentation alge-bra. (augmentation map is the resl. -Priction of E). 
Now by dimensions and the fact that St+St- r'), (R(o) n )CPJ 
-0 we ha: 7e St 'St is an F complement of R (0) & 
T 
Lemma let IJ be a finite dimensional rational Grmodule 
(i,, e,, an R comodule), o Let 1-1 - Vý be a weight., space 
decomposition of W'., N' being the space of vectors of we-lght 
For all n su-11"f iciently large 
dim Hom (St Gk nv 





1ý. jt M d im 'Ut f or 
11; ý4 
a we JL gh It ýI and -Iet dernote 
the Lattice of aJ- weights Pick. n large enough so that 
- ;0 + dominant for each we' ' -' )A of If and 
m0 and 1, s k( = 0. C pa--"X(H) fimplie 01 
T 
Uet be the complex Lie algebra from which G has 
been obtained via the C-hevalley consit-ructione For a domi-riamt., 
weight let V( )-, i ') be a finili-e dir-nens. -i-onal si-mpl,,,,, g., 
module of h: Lgb-est weiglit A Let V( /A be a --reductior. mod 
-p of V( X)j, reducecl via a minimal admIssible lattice,, For 
a rational fixi-ite di-. nens--;,. o--na-I G modu--. 1-e 11-71,.. ch(M) deno4k-#,,! zs the 
character of Y (computed relative to H). 
It follows from the P. L [7 j that -"OPOsitiOn Of 7.2 o-- 
(1) ch(W) ca (Stn) =2 
--, 'AA 
where ch(V) = ch:,, V(-%. r) 
)ch( n_, )& ) + (pi 
for a dominant weight V, 
36 
moduli St i Now as au projective and simple. It is n 
therefore the tmique simple ýI%n module in its blockt say B(e) 
Where e is the corresponding central idempotent of yc 
."n 
G acts rationally on u- by 199 E- 1 i9e, for 9 
E, 
13ýn and gEG. Itacta as a group of K alggebra autor ,. aorph-'sms 
and hence pemutes the central idempotents.. Skince G is 
connected and ý has only finitely many cent. ra. 1 idempotents 
G fixes each ceantral idicampotent. Itu follows thatu ary-u u In 
block comDo. "en-11, off zona- rational G modulle is a G- com-o , onczmt. 
Let Y be the B(e) block component of W 
From. 
we deduce that Stn oco. urs alu --Least m(O) tilmes -! 7-3 aG 
composil-lion fao4v- or of W03 unt) 
Hence (2 dam Y dimm St m (0 N In 
Now suppose M is a (3- composition factor Of -"r xUU-j. * "I inc eY as a 
-a module is a dinact sm-a o4f copies oalf Sit we,, m7as-t have mn n 
. rn for some, dominant weipjoit A w"e-re- n 19 L 
Fr denotes the Frobenius operator on -modules. Here denotes 
the simple rational G module having highest ireight- A. (3) 
followa. from the St,. ainberg twisted tuensor product thiew-rem 
and the proposition Ln 20 O-f f--gj 
ýo 
3 
incem V( ,), I/ is an inde compos able), G modlulpe f o"- any 
dominant \11, a G composition factor of V( is in B(e) if 
and only if V(ý') is inB(e) if and only if M(INI) is inB(e), 
3,7 
If DT ( (pn- ,)6 +y ) is in B (e) fo ra we ight /U o-j'-" W then 
n. 1) S 1,1 p +ýu + for s-ome dominant weight by 
(3) Hence 
,, 
M E p-X(H) and so 0 "by b) Now (1 
givea. (4) dim Y/ dim S-t m(O). From (---)) and (4) 
-vie obtain that all G composition factors of Y are isomorphic 
to Stno Thus by t"Ine lemma of 4a 1 of I 
C9J y is -completely 
reducib. il-e and it follows that 
d im Horn G 
(St 
nt 
I'll a st 
n 
), =--- m (0) a 
Remax"k The argument lased =1 the above le=a is similar tipy 
.. v and modeLled on 
the argument usedý bv- Hump-Tire-ys : Ln 5.1 of v 
012o ai uji-on The -F. complemne: n1t Slu-+3 to -a 
(0 s tr o -, -q 
Proof Put B + liet, V be ary CJ e J aaal 
rational G modulep then 
fI+-) 
-4- 
Hom(,.,, ýVr (St St HomV. 9 3tr t- Hom(S 11; V (®R 24- -t rA. G Lj. Gn ia 
Hom (St ,V 4Sý St 
1 (1 siimce S-t is sellf dual. Gnn1 -1 
Fora Jfffi n -- 16.4be dimensional rati-ional 
left G module W . re are 
us ing W IV ote uhe left dua-1 . "nodule. bo den 
By(I)a ri. d1 amm a(3) we, hav, -m 
dim Hom, (Vy (SflýSt-) )=m. (0) for all n la--r-ge enough, 
ýx rL 
vThere m(O) is the dimension of the zero -, weight space o--, 7.. 
Hence dim Hom (V ý, , B) -m (0' . G 
Note also that if V::, ), -. 6. K[H] is the re3turiction map 
(A) 
dim Hom "(0)) = dim Hom G(V-" G 
(Vt (po (K) 
dim Hom,, ýo (V) m (0) 
.6 
, 58 
Hence the natural map Hom (V, B) Hom (V,. R(O)) is an Cr G% N/ 
identif 
-cation. Now suppose that B ýý/ R (0) RL ick vE R(O)\ B 
ana put V Cons. JCL 'er the eml edding iV 
given by J (v) =v -t-o-- a. 11L -7 V. sj-" ,V 
iE Hom G 
(VI R (0) ) 'N, HoInG (V, B) which is a contradiction. 
Thus B --. -"R(O) and St Stý is av 
+ --strong F com. plement. 
Let , In. (H) 
K 
P `rilIN 11- xi 
denote lhe set of restricted dominant waight -s. 'or 
A 
we def ine P to be w0k)u- '111ý0 
'IT &I u- is the unique elem.. I-nt of 'he Weyl group of G 
Tun i c""% takes 
all. posit-ive roots to negative roo'Us, - 
occurs exactly once as aG and Zýj submodule- off A 
A 
!ý& St =7 YZ be a 8.2] et II St L7 
decomposition stch that Y( g) is i-n-decomposable and ) 
. t. t 
occ. urs as aG submod: lule of W. /jAl ). We call Y( the 
infinitesimally injective cover of Yi()A)*- It _Ls 
determined 
up to G isomorphism by the Krull-Schmidt theorem. 
-he Coxeter number of G. Tf Theorem FI] Let h be 4. L- 
p> 2h -2 then, for each PE X(H) 9 Y(ýk ) regarded as au p %%I 
module is the u injective cove. X. lj. P) " Mi 
r of '--'( 
39 
We will say that hypothesis (H) holds if. 9 for all 
. 
/j E X(H) 
P 
regarded as a, ia module is the ul injective cover of D m 
I-To te (H) is true in all known case-as and conjectured to be 
true, in general. We assume for the rest- of the that 
orT, j -'ý, 1 -j; -L-'a a group -± -ch 
(H) is true, 
Theorem let Y(O) be realised inside- "-"t'rst-, I= Yio), - is 00 
the rational G injective cover of TT( O). The rali-ional 
P-r 
:I e ct ive c ove r of 
vrhere all 1NE X (H) and 0 is 
7. 
Y/ Fr k h'-I) o, -7, /ý / io .. 9 o- .0 Y(A /ý 00 wIn 
Y (0) Proof Cr4-+S. - tu hence '"I" ý-. 1^ r% C-1 -; - -; r-% *I I -_ *ý k 
I =--- Y (0) CO 
1 (s By 'he n propool!, iý 0f -) *s C-ý )týb 
11- t 2' - PL(O) which is inj ec-tive (sinee-, it 4saG su=and of I-ý 
ion o--OL Now Inky repeated app-11-icalt'lon of proposit. - 
r we get Y(/ 
hoý Al 
eo to, do 
jI- An 
in-'ect--iVe. Pat and 
F, ý11 
n+1 
remains- to -prOve tulhat the G socies Of are si! ý-, 1 Iu-tAp 
4 -0 ' 1% 1 By -tha- argme-, Lt Of Prno-ýdOSit -0-... 
ýa) 
,2 
Fr M-1 y(o) yr Hence by the theorem I)m ý-- Y (0) &-QL, - 
A: 




Now by a Clifford's theorem argument 
soa. G (Y(O) M) .. ý so c ý)B 
(Y(O) 
m) and so soc G(Y(O)m 
) ý-= (0) 0 
T Finally since 
M>O 
Y(O)Mtý socc (I) 
A Sdmilar argument showa, that 
IA QýM(A )2ýclo ooocoy% 1. n 
40 
Notes 11 We d--J. Ld not use the full st. -rength of. hy. -polu thesiss 
in proving the theorem. It is enQugh to ass-v, =, -. 1 that J! "or eac'a 
f., 1A E: XCII) YQ1 ) is aG modlule uihich when vil tewed as a u, p 4^ 1 
module is isomorphic to the u1 injective cover of ) 
and that YkO) is aG summand of Ste, Stue 
2 Tilhis t,, Ii,, =., orem was -fil rst proved fo-" SL El by 2 (", 
It waa conjectu-red to be Iturlas, generaaly by .k 
version of it has 
3, D3 
been proved by J. W. Bal-lard TI 
ce a strong We now apply the proposition of 3.35 -lu-o produc 
-0 complement -for 
KLU] L: 
Lemma let R KEU] be the restriction map. 
(R(O) ) -- Irrr ý . 12,. L ýJ. 
I>Y. G= SL (K) I, oof 
(a 
-ent upper to-riangular matrices in SL U= the unipot n 





Let Yij be the coordinate functions for G, 1 4. ipj -ý; n,, 
(A) 
Let Y, j, 1 -<, i <j<, n be the coordinate funct -ions -for U. 
It is easy to, se,, =. - that 
z 
3. j =X 11 0*0 ex. Xi ; X. 1ER f% 0) o 1-- 12 i- 1 'i i+ .9i+1C 
10 nn 
11,10-reover for i<j1, -T, -(Z ) =;: ý y 0 YLUJ is genemted by the ij ij 0 L, 
Y., and IF is aK algebra raapp hence Tj (R(O)) = l: [Uj 
41 
(b) Let G be an arbitrary simply co=. ee, -, ted Chevalley group over 
and 
UU=ý 
-- ., tAe upper tria-ngula. A. u 0 unipotent matrice6 
Ho = the diagonal matrices am SL n 
(K) 4) 
G" KN the elements of K fiXed b-T 0 )a i z- UG- C), -' l', ' ýi u (. ýzci -- 001 







KLG ý, ý/ EU -i o kH 0) 10 
Tr U R(O) 
Vý El 3 
-reSt con-mutes where all. maps areu -- JL C t. A. OnS 
I'lloreover Cý and P 
t- 
are onntop hemmoe-, is on-4t-. o and t, -. e result is estab 31- --L s In e 
+ --. - L. Theorem (Stu j is a strong F complement IL or F, '-Lq it) 
Proof Firs-Iv observ-, e, that if fE St- "t. -ihen for- u , z-- Up 
f (u) =f GUO f (1 ) so --TT-"St-) < K, 
I 
So 0, ,)_I 
A 
NO -11sr 1E 16.11 1-2 t and T+ ) t- L. V 
f ol-lows that 'il (St-) =K and 'V (S-Lj+) = IF(St+St-) 10 
42 
Let 'Mo == the augmentation ideal of R(O) 
"*MU 




= liz-(0) (theorem of 3,1) and so 
+ Ti 
CPJ -,, V(R(O)) = KEU3 by the above le= a 0 
IP3 But 
0C 
MU CA hence 
.rI Tl- (Bt4tt-) + lo pj u= Klul 
= dim 
dim U 
an" a Now d im, I 
dim KCW p 
dion U 
Hewce the sum Of (l! ) -J-s dire%-,. t cand 0 it 
(St-") 
is axi F complemr. -,, nt, It is strong since 
+ 
TT --, *, )= --I, V 7( (S t 23 Ili Tj (S )JO0 )CO L 
ýo4 
I Let V be an F complemen: b for a'U. I.. Hopf algebr a A, 
p 
Al) over K., 
let p -a, A --o- A., - A/-P, be the natural mapo f 
.LI Def inition Say V is a full. F coinpleme= for A if them-re 'is am 
A- comodu--. '.. e decomposition 
Tr 
v= V(O) a V(t) V(n) 
s, uch that each 
PC VI% 
-A)) is indecom-posable (as an A, comodiiiel/ 
Theorem R = KCG3has a strong and ftl: ý F complem enit-c 




be a decomposition of R into injective indecomposables., -. ýrhere 
43 
M(A ). *. mX = din, PI(ý ) and X(H)-ý- denotes the set 
of dominant weights. For E X(H)' 14< 'Lm. let Y( i P 
be a copy of the infinitesimally injective com, odif-le Y( \) 
realis ed ins Ide I( i) The existence of such a Y( is 















Claim V is a st-f-ong eand full F complement fo-1- R. 
V contains I since contaains a copy oE "' I'll (0), 2 
am I -. 
dimG ll'(/ý) dim Y(A) = dim u4 Dim V 
This is true since EX (H iS Car : -full sýat -lirn-, 7)le 
P, /-M[pl comodules [3,6.6] amd Y( aa an REýrp- -1 coumoidiuile iz 
'I 
LP jC t- 
an R/-Xv? Epj 19 -ijaj ective cover off 
II f or each 
ý, EE 
Too comp ete the proof that V is an F com-plement we nnust-, cli u 
show that v npCPI- o. 
Now V and eMCP1 are u, modules so il--. is eriolugh to prove AA I 
s0 cu (V) 
ýP3 0- 
'go c V(A . 9i)) soc (V) U, 
E) cf il, A E-T (H) 
remain sImple on recs trictio.. n. - --k'-Oo u, it Since JDI( )I ; SEX(v, ) P 
4A 
follows that the natural map Cf (Ij 
,, 
ý C K" (H) p 
is an injection. Hence soc,, (V) r) -MICPJ= 0.. 
, ul 
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Thus V is an F complement moreover it is -full 
by 
con3truction., UsLng the decomposition (1) and propos-JU- - ti on 
(b) 
of 1.2 we may decompose V as the direct sum Of comodules, each 00 
J of which, A.. -s injective by the theorem of 3.2. Hence V Js Oo 
injective . 
Put W= so c R( XEX(H) 
p 
C-L 
4- We may deduCe from Steinberg's vwist-. I. 1 tenso-l- n-odluc4- 
theorem that soc (-Rý =W Hence soc (IIN 4V Now JLý.. f cl-lows R CO Ri CO 





-p o, -3 't 'I ý, ýý-l --J Remarks 1 We have shown that the decom oilon 
(*,, rise 
to, via proposition (b) of 41.2. a decomposit-Jon o-f 
injective indecom-posables. 
2 This method of producin mF cmplement is., in p-r-actica, 
non constructive, We. would ve--, y much -like 
I. Po Ibe able to -ýrrilue 
down, In uerms of polynomials in the coordi nate functio. -Lis,, 
complements for simply connected Caeval-II-ey groups othier t1qa. 'I SL v- 20 
(A) 
Remarks on Blocks 
A 
As usual G- is a simply connected algebraic C, valley o-roirj he CZ) - over, 
an algebraically closed field of c1liacter-istuic p>0. Let- 
v- \+ be a full. set of injective indecomposable AEH 
ýw 
KEGj comodu'-11 -ca, ssuchuT: " Lhat socG for each E: -ý, [(H)+.. 
For C X(H) +c dim Hom A -L 
U92 
J- -L -1- Tyl 
(s e &i . 5- 
Tý 2 that c0 -f, 01104 -"c J It "9 ^' L-'-'*' 5 .5 A'A 
/ý /ý I 
ý= 0 (in f act as Winter suggests if and only if c 
ther 0 nor oo). We say Js ad acent -; j a;,, 4Lj -'- i0 if 
,,, 
is e, 4 
at , exice re-lation ge-niera---d 
-by CA N' 
-A 
0 
and --, be, thie equivaleA L4 
adjacency. 0 We aay 
"I T 1,11, and 11-11" k ', X ,) are, in the samp. 
or and are in the sam e block if "ý. Te -uhink of a 
block as an equivalemce class of X(H)+ If 
Let B. be a block., we define 
B0=I,, I'- B) i (P-1 )s + P"(N i. 0 
Proposition If B is a block then D _I: _s a 
blolc., Iý:. 
:, Proof 'To 
Prove -this we use -thý,:!, - ff"o. -Liowing -factv (i', -) -W-. daich will be 
proved later. 
+ E -AT(H) t-hisin 
Suppose that fN I rand 
ý' I are, adjacent , J,.. e. 1ý1 I) is a 
-P I(, \'). Using and the S-t-*einberg composition factor oa. 
46 
. I- uensor product theorem we- see that + is a 
compo3ition factor of I( (p-1 +p St 01e n-c e 
(P-1)5 + Pý " and- (p-T)E + pýl are adj acent and so since "*"- is 
the ealaivalence reelation generated by adjacency any two 
eleme&ts of B0 ax-e equ-iival-hemt., 
* -P )\ f -- e L. L 
& We must show that if B arad I 'u, 2. en tE 11 Ck, 
do 
Clearly we may assume that is adjacent to 
ýIE Be implies that XI :: = (p-1 )ý+pXf or s, ome ý GE: B 
F-- 
a nd soI( X1 )/ 2-5ý St01B ut nowsacomr, o sit ion 
-P ) impli ies that tI =z )Cý -1ý- -ý'O-- factor of I(ý" 
-4: -t suchtha by in7o 4- rg sac. ompo s) JA. ýv J. o 
-I 
a 
P-Iroductp thewo rem. Thua '/k twisted- tensor 
De-Alf"ini-lul-ion ksere, EX (H) we s a. E7; 3.1 P., 3,. 2]j y -Un at o -nd 
W- E TJ Cl -1, cn t na are Linked If tae:, -- e Ji. s -the Wgeyl groillp., s.. 
mod -pX(H) 
eqýuivalenc. e -relation... 
C'learl. - linkage def ines an 
-following Pr3L-Ll'C2-p-'Le We have tha., I ,. 
Qý 
- ( L7 i, 3, s'. -7 iy 
if and 1--Ijlkýk) are composition factors of an i=11ecom,. D. osable 
rational G module then ) and At are, 11inked 
in X. 
Let L be any li-xýage class of not contzainin., o- ( -, )-l 
plut B i., L 
j 
CX (EAT ) 'ý 1X= /\ +A i-l"\ 
i 
+0 c +1 
where /A aild al-". ', - 
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The following theor,. c-, M has been proved b-cr TrIlumphreys in c8j 
using the theorem of 3.2; we now give a proof which does not 
involve theorem 3.2 and hence proves the theorem for all primes. 
Theorem Weights belonging to a given block of XLGJ all 13-e In 
one of the seats 
Proof By induction on i. For i ==: 0 this is just -Ithe,, -'L±nkage C: ) 41 
principle. Suppose lbzmae for i >, 0, then 
B-; U, Bk L say where Býk are- the blocks o,; -" 
ýk EJ. 
lying in B iPL-b- ANow a-pply the o-peration to both sJd. o t 
get B i+1 L llas. B -s a LL CT 
-union of blocks by the eCoove pro-pos A-tior. m d we are ýIo ne 
that after ther part-JI-tio-ning Notes, l Humphreys suggests + w 
the R cor... espondinig to cosets of 'lie root tti ce in. i. 9 L -L 
Uu-ý 
we should obtain P-recise. -Ly the b-"Lock-s o---L" 
2 By Ithe proposition of 2.3 St Q) I(pi)2 is injactive for aml, 
-"(H)+',, We -ay show it is isom. o- InIc to 
-4 either by showi--ng it has a simple, socle or that it . 1-s 
indecompos able. We may show a: r', v has a simple socie -oy a 
generalisation of the lemma of 2,4. '. H - Louever f or t, th e sake of variety 
we adopt the seý.. orad approach and proceed by the --Fol-low- -1 Ing o-em ,, - er 
result.. 
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Theorem Let G be an algebraic group over K, an algebraically 
v 
closed field, IR = KCQ, J a- normal Hopuff ideal., R the 
corresponding sWo Hopf algebra and T -- R -- R/J the natiaral map. 
Suppose V and W are R comodules slach that "' (V) is an TO , 
indecom. -posable R/J COMOd'U--Le of finite width and W is an 
indecrompo sable R comodule of f in-ite widt-h such that cf; (7-T) <, R, 
Ci 
Then V0W an indecomposable IR comodule of f initue -Width 
Proof We first show that VQ -h W has fi-n-ite widt see 
d ef init ion in 1. 1 -Illire 
t 11 be af ini tue i -Diaa-! -a c omodule. 
Since CO (V) has famite Width t4here is a fin-i-tief- io 
sWospace X< (V) su-Ch that Po 
imT IN Hom, 
, "N 9 
(YI) 5L X Jffor al tpo II 
It fol-ows thrat -L to -g- .- Jf V., is a fin-, -L -4. ite Of -Lkd Aý od- I 
A- 
V containg-w--,. X Hom W) may be iden-ti, 
--f 
--Led 
HomR (Ii, i yV1G _W) o But 
Ho%(I%llqVj OW) c--- Hom- (M 0 VA which is ff inite 
dimeansional by the -proposition o--, -' 
11.11 of (B)., us ing the fact 
h,. Henc%:,,, ff oran, 7 f t- that W lis an 
R oomodtde off fixi-ite dU 
T, iI jonal a% _9 
vg W) I is dimens. ionca-l R comodiLle I... Homo I-f ini te ýýIdn 
and so V0W has finite width. 
put End IV C, ý, WN -D = End k ýlokv)) PL Pip 
and End R 
(W) 
G acts on D. by conjugationp, i. e. f or gE Gj, Ok E Dp, V-. g is 
def ined- by d% 13(v) - g-1 o( (gv) --for vEV. I'Tow ro is 
4q 
inclecomposable of finite width and so by (B)' 1-,,. 37 pro--position I 
D/J(D) Kj* whene- J(D) is the Ja,, I-obson radical of D., ý 
T)e4; -, D --, - K be the natural ma-p.. J(D) is fixed:.. under 
con, jugatiomm. 11--; y g since g aCt-s as. an algebra a: utom,, -,, -, -p. 'aJLs-m o-,, '- D,, 
thu. s X(Ok 9) (1) for any dý E D., gE Go 
be a fixed basis of W. th, 8-n i: J: ' 6E- B we del'ineý x iEI f 
K endomorphisms for (ig-*) EIxT by A A. 
6(v Ig xi) 







and so each is an R/J. map. 
De fine -4ý- -* BF by 
, -, l (9) (x j= j JE I 
q? 0(v) ® 
('J) 
or. 
There. are ti-iro thing-r-s to check -. (a) thýa-tbs the sum is fin-ite; 
and (b) that _%) --A 
ý19 is an R map. (a) follows fron, an ar8ium-%RIn: I, -, 
f 3,1 of (B) naw prove similar to one ased in the t1h. -e-orem of 
(b)0 
For any gE Gp 
I-.. if Z-ý jcl 
)ý(e', 
j)rji('9)xk j., kEI 
9xi 
g, x j-- J- 
ý2inend by vTherre r ji arm. de-- 
rj -ii(g), ti 
(A) 
f( 6)j x =; ý7 ') x g4((9) (xi) =ga, 
ý ý2 X( 6) 
ji)"kj("ý=" 'k" JEI k., jEI 





) rkj for all 
jEI 
Now & is aG map, hence 





jCI <2 ".. q (V 
Nr 
kE I C-) ji1 kj 
(9) 0 Xk 
= 
t/ ( :2rji (g) gv 0x)= 
jE: i ui 











a we ge A-pplying A to. +-., -ie above and usin,,,,, 
Now -A is aK algebra map and 
ker-A 6t -- 
JD) --F, -'o ra -11 : 
1. j 
ij 
Clearly ker-41 is locally -nillpotent, 
(see (B) deff-init. ion of 1.2 
al D" cal for locally nillpote,. -Lit) and so s--i. -nce IF Ji-s 
loc ,- L-j ii s-LoI. 
Thus E on--l-Ly has the idem-pot-exits 0 and 1 j. -JL. e. 
V&W is 
indecomposalb-le. 
Note- When G is finite the above theorem says that if H is a 
normal subgroup ojl--' G,. V;, W fini-t-. e dimensional indecom"posable 
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U G modules such that, VII, is indecomposable and H acts tri-vi-a-11Y On 
W then V (D W is indecomposable ,, 
It now follows that St (9) 1 QN) 'rl -r- is indecomposable by 
taking G to be the simDly connected Chevalley g-ro-up over V. an 
algebrai-cal-ILy closed fie-11-d of charact-eristic p>0., J =: - 
i 
-1 % ý 10 (so that Rj j., I))pV=: -, St andt W 
w 
() 
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luotient : -- a J2inclomo=. rhJ-sm and ove, _Uni-, ootent 
C 
Introduction 
Let IN". be an algebraically closed f ield of c-nuairacterist. 41-c 
p>0,, Ga finillue grolup and Na nomall uubgrcrup such -',. -jha-ILS 
is a weell ! mown eorem of G/N is ap group,, 
L 
le that if M is a fin3te dimensional indecomposable 12T mollf, -1-1 
then Ind G(ld is indecomposable. N 
--ý ;I di a The work in this pax-t was inoluivat-ed by a c'Lg--- o---;;. re -lu-o , in - 
generalJ sati on of this in t1ne cont-ext o. -; f' alge-o--rb-aic groups and J- vl- - 
ir i-ational re present at ions. 141-1he nl-af in 35 
Js the 
".. "" 4-, , :: ý f 1 11: 1 , howe7e -h a generalisat-Ior.; it J, - not. L. --, --S 
* T' C suc .. 0 - 
con i ectuna. - . 
.. U, In order to prr%ove- the :.,, -ain theorem we 
devel 
, -.. omod-. ale of section 1'. results o.;. 
4VLJe aridomorDhism ring o- -D 
f inite, width !, vhj-c! -., may lbe of -indepenclent-, -*Ln-'Leres-u', o 
(B) 
1 The endomor]ýaism ring of a comodule ol f' finite width 
i"i 
L to (Ryp,, E; ) be. a coalgebra over Kp an -a-ligellbra-IC-Dily closed ± field. 
By a comodule we shall mean a left cam odulle. 
-0 Def- initi on An R comodulle V JLSp Uni-LO-Mly boun,, I-e,, --..,; -' ff for some 
n 4, - b) . there is a short e'xact sequence 
0 7: 
ý 
R. of R comiodulles, 
i=l 
a full "IR Lemma Let V be an at of simple ). %-, of Im 0 clu-I e3 %0 
R comodules and. 
the s,,, im of-' all sJunnipple subcomoallules of V uo 3, ý- 
f %or each l-' EB 
in The 
-ffollow L. Lg a--, "e enquiva-, -, -ent 
J 
(a* V is unifomi-cT bounded 
(b) soc, (V) is uniformly bounded ; 
(c) the injective e=, elope o-L V is uuniformlly baunded jV 
:: * N suc, a I (d) there exists an NE Uha: b 
n 
dim V/ (ciim S-, ý 
) gýý- <N for all l' C zFl, o 
proof (a) clear. 
-1 ty of (b)I4 (a). Using thle- injectiv-, - 
ina. 





to a commutative diagram via an R morphism D( c Here 01, pn have 
(B) 
been chosen so that 
so c (V) R is a short exact R 
sequence of R coraodules. 
fl-4 
Now kereý a socR(V) = k. eröý = oe rience 
ý is a 
monomorphi-sm and V is ilnif-ormly bounded. 
Let I(V) be an injective envelope o-10- Vv then (b) <=ý (c) w 
II 
is clear since soc 30 R 
(I (V) ) cý 
(b)(a) 
There exists a short exact seTaence 




-7-1 0s0 CR (V) 
there is a sliort exact seaue -Y) -e 
Now by the algebraic closure- of '26. and the structuire tuilieorem. 
I 9ý J% 
soc, (R) ! --- 
:2 C+) 
k Eý )s -r J=l e.. dilnS, %- e'jLEB isi 
It f ol-lows that for each 1ý- CB we have the sequence 
n 0-, Ox, 
.3 0v 7- i-, j=l! dim S 
2 
and so dim n (dim 3,,, fo ý all 
M-z>(b) Heverse the steps of (b)->(d) 
Definition (see 2,3j An R comodule V has finite -vvidth 
'I if for each simple R comodule Sý-occurs onLy finitely mary 
times in socR (V) 0 
(B) 
Definition if ISr) EB, is a full set of simple R comodules, 
an R comodule and I- a slabscet o.. f, -* B then 
O-X(W) 
= the unique maximal R. subcomodule. o--11-" "d each olf' TV, raosee 
composition factors is isomorphic to 3 ý- for some 'ý- E -)T , For 
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a comodulle Yl we put [TE BI S-1, is a com-oos-; tion --l"-ý, Ctor I- 
of M), 0 
v Remark It is clear, f rom the def inition that an 17R. comodule V 
has finite width if and only if dim Hom V) < oo for all 
E Bo. We now show that this is equivalent "bo an ariparently 
stronger condition, 
. Proposition 
V., an 11 comodull e.. has f i.:, ait-I e --.,. 7-4i-d-"U-h L and --I --y J-1 
1ý ji., -, " 'i < 00 , for any fin-ite dimensional R com. odule, d! -, -T-, 
Proof (<, - ) is evident. 
Let 
lyl 
be af j-n--, -ve dimme-nsional R comodule, 
Hom, (14pV) may be identif-ied vith Hom, ý', ",, 
. LL R 
Soc 
R 
(V) ) involves only Jffinitel y many sim-p-les coach , q, -;, -th 
G, J. P1iCity0 a finit eI "V) is un2fomly n MUJ Henceo'W (TT) k 
by the above lemma. Th-us Ithere exists an exact sequence 
0 --w (YIN 
f0 -1- s om el n 
01-C 
) 
Hence Hom R 





Thus it is enough to prove that Hom R 
(11.9R) is finite dimensionale 
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Regarding E: o- R --#-- IK as a coalgebra map we get R c--- F- 
0 (K) 
by 2o2e Of part A, Hence by 2.2c of Dart A 
Hom, ( (M), R) as K spaces,, T'-,,, e latter is 
0- 
finite dimensional and hence so is the fom, er. completes 
the proof of the proposition. 
Def. -inition Let V be an R comodullep V, an R sUbcomodultn-, o. S, ' V. 




Let- "'Y"' be an R comodule.. say V is locally fully 
invariant if it is the union o-IL2' its finite dinens-l-onal fully 
invariant subcomol-clules. 
be then V is Corolla If V is an R comodule o--, P- f inilU I. /. " 
locally fully j 
Proo-., P. Let X : s. - V., ITI a ffinnitezý dimensional subcomodllal, -:: Iý. Put 
B Bnd R 
(V) 
pH is f inite dimensional br- 
proposition2, hence PTI 0 ýW(11) 
is finite d--i-., r-nensio-,. ia---,. 
cý EH 
E. M ! F4- 14 hence B. IvI is a fifinite dimensional fu-l---, I-y Linvariant. 0v 
sub-comodule conluaining R. It fol I aws that V iis 
locally flal-Ly 
invariant. 
CorolLým 2 Let be a coalgebra over K and le-L. 
S be a morphism of coal-gebras, If W is an comodule 
of fa*-nlte width then (PO(W) is an R comodule of finite widtho 
(B) 
Proof Let X be any f inite dimens-ional IL comodu-l&., 
10 
Hom, (X,, 50o(7e, l)) Hom,, 
ý, 
( 990(X)yW) by 2.2a of par-11, A. By the 
proposition,, the latter and hence the former is f initlue 
dimensionea. Thus 90(W) has finite width. 
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Remarks 1 If R is any coýLigeb ra, V R, does not - 
11 ave 
iE 
finite wid"t-h and is not locally fully invariant. 
To see that V is not locally fully -invarian-t o"t., serve tu'nat 
E= End RM contaizi3 a copy of the restricted sTýmmialt-, ric grOuP 
on Resvmm(fW C Resý=(W) acts or- V by 
-(r, 
-, r -- 2-1 
'where each ER P-nd a-31-most- all r are ze "ro. is e y to 
see -Iuha4v- if 0 --A vEV then the Res, -v=, 
" 01 "ý Jt 7- " Jes : L, -, nc% %, ivi 
d3imens--ii-onal subspace of V. Hence -k,, ' has no 
fully invariant., finite dimensional subs-paces. L 
2 The class of R coraodules of firnite width, is cl osed 
taking submodulesp bu-t-I not quot. Pients. Let 11, be an -: Q --ý-ebraical-ly 
closed field of characteristic n>0. Put R =-= the Ho. n! ' algelbra 
KI EXj with structure ma-ns detex-mmin-eld bv 
)A(X) =-ý "1 19 X+X (9) 1 and F(X) =-- 0. 
I R viewed as a left R comodu. ', I-e has finite 'J-Ldth (in fact 
soc K)j. but Soc 
-a 
(R/K) ==- VIK whe-ý-e VK+ 
dýýO 
Every simple IR comodule is isomorphic to X hence V/X dc)-,: -, -) iaot 
have f-Irl-te width. 
(B) 
1.2 
and 1 -D3 
(PLopof) is a coalgebra ove-r -K algebraically 
closedp V is an R comodule of finite widthand 
the set off fully invariant fini-Ite dimensional 
subcoraodules of V. For U E, ý we def ine the map 
B- PU LEM-dp(V) ", nd (U') to bea restricli-ion and put 
End (V) 
jq 
BP TI 0U/U 
.A 7--roposition 1 (Local F--itlhiing Lemma) For any vc, 
rj cz n(u% ý G+I ( U. 
-i-z- 1 
V% l% 
urcý D--- , 
Proof Purt, 
co C40 
-y- -ýn, A, krer, -I, 
II a( 
-, I (U) for some Ut- Let v cz- xnT, Then vEn E- 
!, ->I 
xis Now U is f inite dimensional so there exists an 1- >0 such 
60 
N+ s(Uýý ý, (N(TT) por > -1 y s-*, nce v is in that %., I -, 0, clea., -L I 
X we may pick N so that v kerd, 
N. 
N 





Thus v vc'(u) : or 
'IT 
.. L -is am isomorphism -a. .(" (U) - 
jS ar.. epimor- 
N 
since p , zphism and V\ 
(U) i0z; -LiMlitn. dimensional, 
Hence v(N(v) =0 implies v=0. Thus X r) Y=0. 
1 -AD since V4s ioca-uy Now if vEV. vEU for some U, EA -L 
fully invariant. There exists an 1.1 >0 such -4- 
+s (u 
-- u1) 
for all sý, > Oe 
IVIT a 21, jII (v or s omla, v1EU1 aiid hence 
(B) 
1"' IT k 1, 






V (V EXQY So V 
n(u 
6T 
De-Ifin-ilbion Say an idea cn; IT 71 Ocally Ili" -, potent Jf -or eac., Il 
U there is an -integer nU such that I 
21U 
U, % 0 .0 
Lemma 11 .1%. 0 r-71, I 
IC I and J are locally llpotent ideals off 3. then 
0; 
IJ is locally nilpot-, em-nt,, 
Proof F0 --: - UE there e -, %. i s t" 
r. Mu 
I (U) -- J '(U) =- 0 and we get 
ii., and nu such tlftcat U 
T --U 00 
D "'ini'Uion N, (B) = the sum o-f" al I locally nill protent eals of e. II il to U --- I 
Ev 
Pro osition 2NL (B,, ) = the Jacobson rad--L, ^. al c,; ' and --s 
locally nilpotent. 
-' Proof Note f-rom the Local Fitting Lemma we have XEP: j 
unit if and only if ker v( =: - 0.2 since -1-17 
kerc4 = 0, 
(U) s'II-iow ing o( Jl. S ont o 
UE, 4 --n; ýýi 
Let PE IT-, (E) and vE ker(l' + .UvEU say f or sorae 
IU is a unit hence UEU is nilpo-uL,.,:: -r, 4w- a.,, a dso1+ 
v : =-, 0, m., hus ke r( '1 01+ is a 'an-it and /05 Is 
quasiregular,. Thus IT- (E) is a quasine:, gular ideal and so 
.U 
NL (E) C J(E)ý the Jacobson radical. 
Let WE 'Id is finite dimensionpa so J(-HS)mý4 
for some m E: Hence by ITakayama Is lemma J (E)ýOýT =ý 0 and so 
(B) 
J(E) is locally nilpotent, 
nilpotent as required. 
Oo 





J(E) and is locally 
Proof Cl-early ? U(J(B)) C J(EU) for any U EA' and so 
00 00 
IV 
u n" i 
(hl) nj (BU) n 
n. -1 
of the finite dimensional algebra BUc 
Oo 
and so ') 
n-- 
62- 
since J(BU) is a nilpotent. -L,, -iea-l 
But 
acts trivially on V, 
co 







PrOO-f SiMlilar to 11 eL , orOO-If Of the corol I arya 
BxamDle R -- X['Xj the Hopjl-' a3l-, gebra over K., an algebraically .: > 1ý L-ý 
closed field of characteristic zero with stnict-ure ma-Dýc-) 
UR -; - determined by %. . Cx. I Cl. I. 
X') 
= 0. 
e-ed as a lef t, Put V=R (cons.; -de-- Comod, -ale) and 
tr OE El e(l) = Olo 
S inc. socR, (V) =K we get that for any finite dLimensional 
1- 117 sub, comodule W of V an., ' &I . dim & 
(7, T) < dira ',, jr "- ince 
K< kerO rl, '-, I) it followss., that if din W=n and 6, E 
then Ole2 
,,, 
(9n (1, T) =0 and so N is locally rilpo'uen-'V-,, 
Clearly N has codimension 1 so N= J(E). 
(B) 
Let D: KCX] -*. K(XJ be the dif f erentiation map, 
easily see that D E N ac-ad D" A 0 for all nEN- 
j (: 3) nA0 for all n E W in fact J(3) is not m-1. 
13 




Le=a 1 If -3, + J(Bo, ) is an idempote n Lj Tt t in. fhen there 
2, 
an e=eB such t-hat a+ J(B). =-- e+ J(-'-Fj),. 
2 
or n>1 de, ff 'me ax Proof Put a a, xa-a1 and Ln 
2 i-nductu ively by a- = a_ +xaa n- 1 n- 1' '4n -n- 
2n 
-o It is easily verified that xCJ (E) and a - n 
T -r 4ý:: - f or all ra. ITU say . Ie de-Iff-ine e- =a at 
Ty 
a (u u)f0ru Cle-arly thi3 de, 00 u 
2-vi R endo=orphiiom. 
9 
C. - T of V and aa It remains to prove til-a:, tj a-aCJ 
C-0 00 
- a). B-; xt a, -aE For U CA (a - aj U%al Iu CXJ u T, lu 
tB. T+ -PO] 1-f"i on hence u(a - a) EE J., ). -Lv ýOws -J- 
PrOP03ii 3 of 
00 u 
1.2 that a. -aE: jlRl, " aa required. 00 
., rocedlarre 
for producing idempot--ants Js., of Remark The above -p U- 
coursela limiting vemsion of the well Imoirn Brauer ideampotent; 
1 
-i. 
-if ting process. 
Lemma 2(0 .0 f-, ' T. L. "heorem 44.3 (251) If 1f++f is ' L41" 1n 
an orthogonal decompositio-ri o-L4* 1 in BIJ(E) there is an ort' oc-o,, e h 
decompositiOn 1 =- e, + cc (>-c + e. of 1 in B such that 
ei +J CE) =for all 1, -L 
(B) 
Proof By induction on ny n=2 being the precedi-ag le=a. 
Suppose n>2 and the 1-, cn,, =a is true for n-I. We ma: 1 choose a 
lift fee 3" e. e. ) of if 1+ f2-f3' *oa fnj' . Det b -, r- J (E) =f1 jo 
piit a !. - ebe then 
a+J (E) = ebe + OF (f +f+ 2-: f 1 2)fl %1 Cl- 0 
It follows that J. .'a is defined as in the -nrclo-- -11 o -lemma 00 
ae =- eaa (s Mee a is def ined a' a point Iya poly-nomial Lf oT Y Oo co- Oo Oo 
in a) Put ea tj.,,. en 
00 
t, 
el, e .,, e is a-lifft of ifl,. I. J. 3' -& 
-4:, -1 / -r I -. ,, -r - Pro. 2osition IV is indecomposable i-f ond only if E. /ok-D) 
Pro 0f We f J. -rst sho-ý.. T Bj is local J_: 'o r ý_ý433_11 T-T E : t. u 
0 Suppo, se w, CB and is an i(I,., EDrI-poten-ýG# 1-1-71 B, By thE, Local u. 
n Fitting Lemma kerof, 0 or V. n.. r.. ce is local-,., 
n>1 
h implies (o/\' -Is r,. ilpl-'\''n-n, or a L L. 4 - -- -u nit t or a -an-; - -wrh-icu nilpotenu VuJ -I- -, ki 
Hence /i (B P0 or 1 Hence UUjor a-'-'L U E, 
Now if' C Eý UE therea, exists a un que K such 2l. -hat 
is nilpotent on U., If -, ij- a-. s also an elem. eaxtv of -, <I U 
exists a unique AW E I, such that is nilpotuaant on '. 1, 
4- 
'17 tl. plat orl and a unique U+WE,.. 
such 
T. A- 'S U 
U+W, Now 
0 
since -ý U+W is nil potent on Ut u+ W UY 
similarly u+W hence 
A 
u Wo Thus there is a laniqiie 
A 
K such that PW (E J for all WE4. Hencen, by 
(B) 
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Let --Tj- :B -*, - E/J (E) denote the natural ma*p. 
then 'EtIJ(E) f-ý! K implies Ti (e) = J(E*" or 
Hence e or 1-eE J(B), br, -'u- e and I-e are idempot--nts so 
-0 
A 
eore J(E)II =0 (corollary to proposi4-io. -I 2 of u 
go 
Thus e or 1-e= Op B has only one nonzero idemm-ýý,! -)-Ivent and 7 Is 
indecomposab&-e. 
B/j (E) 4 i-P Pro-posit-, -o-n 
2 
__t, - , 2, 
dimerLsional If a. n-, -Is- only 
there existo an R comodule decomposi-tion. 
Gj, or some n Cz TN: 
indecbmposablev 
Proof Let 1 == f++f be an ortho. o-onal In C> 
decompos-it-I. on of 1 in B/J(B) slach that each f. priMI-t. -J,, re. 
lift to an orthogo"nal decomposi, tuion 1-e, of i 
by lemma 2- of ' 1-3.. 
4 eV e--rid each e. V is indecomposable, 1 %, zý rj. 1 
(<-== ) Let V=V, C+) ., (4) V2a be an P. coraodule decomposition off 
V such that each Vi is indecomposable. 
pLjt I ,.. nj. We identify ýýE End R 
(V) !-B; with a 
matrix ( -, 
ý --vTh, 3-re N'ij EE Hom, -, 
'Vj, V 
ij) iv jEI k j) 








and i are in the same I if and ojinay if V-1 ý-'ýA VR el number t 
J (EndR (V) e ach z4 I ij is not an isomorphismj. 
Choose a de-composition I -, uch `-at 
IiAIt0,1 
b-) 
V: L! -P necessary, so that T +1 C. n EI S5 
i 
-A. 1tn122 
Tr -0 etcetera. Put for i == lp2,... --^L and put 
DI -End Xi / J(Bnd -Xrj) n-f K, by the above proposition. 
4 
TT Ba:. y an element A... C aomp(Vj,, r 
T. ) is s: LnE7-ular if is 
IV) lj not an isomorphism. We define a map End, ý 
by + the se-,,, of S)Lrigular elements of 10 1 ý-- v -1. j 
where is the matrix representing an R map a-nd W is a 
r 
-rT matrix ring identifiable with C. The 
t t ii 
-7- 
of -f is J(B) hence B/J(E) is flfftmite dirmensional. 
Note This proposition together with lemia 2 of 1 show; ss that 
if V has a decompositior. V =:; ý V, s-ac? i that each V. is 
- 
T-Jý-l indecomposable then B fis sem-ip-, -=, rf ect- L-i 
the sense of 
(3) 
2 Algebra automorphisms of a fin"ite dim. en-sional 
simple algebra 
*j 
Let E be af inite dimensional simple allgebra- ove r. Kp 
b7 
algebraically cLos,. -0 the set of unit$D ad field. Let E deno-I. - - i: ý-- 
B. B0 is an algebraic- subgroup of (B 30 --*-- as --l s c-u- o rp,,,. icto 
GIL (K) wh ereB ! --- M/ K) n nk 
'Ile put E tvh--ý- elements of 151 ha, v-i-.,,. ig det-3=inazit 1 V0 
BI ý--- -sLn (K) rl 
Now there is a map e -v B GIL 
(9 Wa == x ax- Lor xE3,, aCB. It S f: ýz y0 c' ck- cla- 
is a morphism of aigebra--'; -. -,, grolups. 15-i7ea na. 
tý-;. -r! ý, tj c, 
a map d 
P, (B (GL (E)) where, 01 (E -L (E) 
L 0- _:: j ý, ý; -I -L- 4D, _. u IS our 
denote the Lie algebras of B am' GL(') respect4ve", yr 
first aim to find ker d& . 
Je identif-7 E isrtLth Bn%,. '& (V) fOr some K space V. Le ki K- 
i<n le u be a basis of V and for 1te 
(V., C "' liý n" be the element of E def ined by e., C) vf or 1< J-j ij i 
We define functions Z; ý4 ij 
GILK LJ, K -ro r1 4ý Cý n 




Def ine functions X ij :E1-.. b, K by 
X ij (X) eijf or xCE, 
9j 14 n 
(B) 
68 
Let GL(B) -r- K be the Inverse determinant fýuuqction, 
KEGL. j: (3)j -- K[Zckývjj)4j1 and 
E: [E 11 =K 
[X, 
jII<i,, j<njo 
ism G- Tý gives rise to a como-., Pb- EE II -y 
0* (Z ýr v ii) 
M =-- 4 
Now 6)(x). e ij = 
(x» fo r arj gC --'. i c-. 
xe x _Ir 51 x) ee ij 
Xý j xý4 (x) e (x) e O< jyrs rs 
wher eYBK is def ined by x-' rs 1! -,; -. i 
y 
rs (x) ers 
es K'n 
Helic eW. eXeY kx) for 
. JLJ cq ljP 
and so 
u2 ý, Z. cwl je i -; 
) 
iyi 
Suppose C keer dA 
ýx C' al-' 1; 4 ist iv ý-4. * '9 <- no 6 (X y-=V -L W JL -L I Cli JIL 
is a derivation so 0y 
(X Cýj bi 
4- 6 
0ý I jp jp CA) 
wg 'X e, et (X Thus for Cý, C(l 
ý (Y For j-P we ge t 11 /) (x 
Hence (Xl 1 
(X Since is a derivation amcd M) r, 
det( (--&Irij) )=1 we get ý (deýt ( (X-i j) 
)=0- 
-lation we o'bal Expanding tuhlLs rel ot J, B 
'nn 
We can now describe the kernel of d 6) . 
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(a) If char K=p>0 and pýn or char K' =0 then ker d0 =-- 0c 
(b) If char K=p>0 and pn then ker d6 -is the K sp! ý--o 
of the der-i Iv vation D deCined on 'he generators by 
D (X if i 
0i 
--p 
i /ý: j 
Since D acts as on the generlato-l-s Xjj 1 we C) 
D3 =-: - FDF-D for all gGB,, c 9- 
1-6. 
xE 
X) Let U, T Zvi. jk 
(Ul) may be identified with 
-V jWE: ý(B 11ý, (X. .)=0 : r- or a*. - 1) ,Ij 
- Now if U is any unipotent subgroup in,. ay be put, 
into upper tr-Langular, form, a.. e-r'., there is a aF E B, such that 
Ug C U, Now (XDn ý (U )g = KD! 





He-",.. -. e Iffor any uun--Lpotent sulogroik-p U off 
ýI Gl, ý 
(B) I is Ji -fl jec 1-4-re. it K%I -Lý 
U-L Y 
It can be checked that the set of X algebra aut 
of E foxm a closed subgroup of GL(B) , We put 
G- - Aut K aig 
(E). Clearly 
-Ime CG a-"qd 
by Theorem. 2,35 of E-71 
it is onto, Let H be a closed connect,, acl unipotent sii-bgroup 
of G; put I -e- 
I (H) . 
6)(LO) has finite index in H hence 
(9 (LO) - 
(3, ) 
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No-r. -i as abstract groups 
Ker 
hence T. jS Sol Uble,, L 
L/ ker 6 ý--- Iin (9 = 'EI ý J. C) 
nt 
Thus LO is a soluble connected algebraic gro-ar, hence 
L =--- T. Lu j, 
the semi direct product of -2 : und 
0Pa 
tOrUS T- 
the uni-potent radical of L, Lue. Now (9(T) is, a -L. Ox-as in 
'ý-7 
which is unipotentp hence (T) =- 1 But (9 
JA-a 
±ýinite and 
0 T is conne-ctued so T == 1 Thus -5 is Lznipotent, 
Clearly 10 H is an is-o-morphism of grou-psi, 
a morphism of varieties separable since 
AI 
Thus 




%ý - _, L-ý ýs- =-- : 41. --, * J, UH ) is Julective ü-- - He 
Lo H is an iscamor-oh-lom of alo-ebr: 7ý-ic. groups. tD%ý --- - 
be the inverse. The discussion so far shows the 
-12'in4 -I Proposition Let B be gL Lte dime-ris-Lol-la-I a-Lgl-Elbra OVe-0 
U- Lj be "he group of umits L-1 an algebraically closed fiel-d. Iet 10 -'- U- 
mt algel considered as an algebraic group.. Let H be 'imi-d-pote., zora-l-c 
group over K acting rationa. 111 y as a group of K algebra automorphioris X 
TIT Au-Uj: 
c 
(E There exists a Alg of B giv: L-ig -Aise to the map 0 -- 
-1 ý, rlents of 3 o-P morphism of algebradc groups H 3,,.. -the e)---- 
1uh Y(h)- 
1=ý (h) afo :- all h CE Hi determinant 1, such '.. at (h) a j, a 
emark Clearly Y, is -Lmiquelly dretermined. RI 
(B) 
r? 4 
A Digression Up1 -0 - 
Tet G bez a sim ly connectued algebra-i- Chevalley 
group Over K; algebraically closed: of characteristic p> Op omd 
let u be the restricted enveloping allgel%j Q-j- ra of the Lie aa-ge a of 
G. repaised inside we . ---ay use 
If -'T is a sim-ele module 61 
the above proc-ed L"I'l -are to give Va ration, -, I G module stmc-la-re. 
the annihilator o-f' "T J"n u,, a-:: i ideal. J'La, " AA "I 
Jacobs) on radicall o. -, '-" u,, and B =- ul /J (u, LI-te-lb ,, A i A-4 4A 1 
e++e be am orthogonal decomriosit-ior!. ol-ý 1 Ln 1n 
B, into centrallr pramitive ideampotents,., I-L G acts 
'Y 0 
ii by conjugation., i. e. ag = 1E aZ- -i 3, G and I-Lenom c AA 
permutes the find. -3-te set of idempotcenbs e, 
connecte(l, it raust a c, 
Now A/I eiB or some i. Pat e= e-, 3 lis a5e . A- 
algebra isomox on vulliich G acts as a group of F- -Phic to Enr', K(V) 
algebra automorphisms, 
Let U and U! be the standard maximal u-nipotent subgroups 
of 'Cl,, ar.. -silng f. "om the nlevalley 
1 -rý. T eB BndK k-)be th e natural ma. 
Now U acts on eB by K algebra aut-omo-rp-h-Lsms so by tlLe- 
proposition there is a map U eB sucl, L vha+v 
(eb)x = <T(x"'IV (eb) C(x- -1 ), 0, a -11 ""E: U.. bC -_3 s 
S imi I arly we obtain a map (F eB and, a: r;. d 
are uniquely determined. We also know t. ', 'iat V has the st-z-actare olf 
(B) 
a simple ra,,, 3-onal G module visz. sayp in such a 
way that P on restriction gives rise, to tsb- natural. mra-p 
U End (V) Now f or z- EU we have p (x) (eb) 4 (x- 
1 
(eb) X and soU similarly U q-1- Since G is 





Induction over a unipotent qUOt-L, ---'a'u 
i 
20-1 
Je make the following conjecture. 
7 
Concte Let G be a. -Li Pagebraic group over njp a,. q aLgebraicall 
C. "osed C -I- 'le"d.. Iet H be a c"osed -o=al su-bgro-lup and s----ose 
G'H ",,. nipo-U-ent,, I Lret KEG] 7" 'HI be tulie V, %v restriction. 
map, If V is --: ýn indecomposalDle rational KH L-, o\dA--LfLe c-ff* f initue 
Uh then 11: ' wid' U. L; 00(V) is acýn indecoraposable. KG mod Of -Ei---ý'-Lte wi'- - I' 
P 
Lema By Y co-ro-11-lary 2 Olif -lu-he pro-poss illu-Ji-con o-I'L 
40 
c 
f L-nit e wiU, t Itle c-a2malot -, orove L tla-- pr ove a 
'I -I- 
. 
res1; -1- icted ve- rs JL o n.. i-n tu Iiis is e -,, ,, io 
Definition let G be a2a alge"braic group o-Ter 1: and le-t THI b-a a closed 
We say a nrý-, Joznal = module 77 J- i3" 1xI I-: - -1 -L If -L. ý3 -1 
ift -1 -t f there is aG miodulte- '. ý, T tina. , 
% for 3o-Lae :a 
(w) C-f y mod 
. LrI s ii Iec, omp Jid -'u- IIIV an where each T. qr- _osao2-e off 
71 
I 
is ý, ae res K. 
a, b -, aic Theorem Le-t G be an algebrailc groulp over liz 
I -hat (-"H is closed ýj u ý/ ýZ? ý, C ,qHa closed nomiall 
subgroup such. 
Let the restriCtiL) Map. if IT isý ar, --(G3 --- K 
CH I b, 
i-ndecom-posable rational 1L. A. - module and a A- -*L---ite G 
fi - -W PO(V) is a rat-JA- 
orial d-ndecomposable G module Of 
(B) 
Proof Claim it is enoiigh to Drove 
#1 
G/H connected implic-s the theorem -is true. 
Pat N= 0 - HG X[Gj Kjoý'r"' C-ýJj . 'lf2 
restricti-i on maps, 91 so Y2 f0 (V) A!, *19--f (0 0 "2 c) 'V) ) 1 
Now HGO/H is coxrmected so k*) -impli es 
-i ýL20 (V" s indeecompos-, o-ble 
of f inite width. 'jG: HrG'o1 < c)o a2ý, d G -4 /HGO L-S -LMip o4--!: 21-(-, 4-. - U---v 
char K=0 then G 0 = IETGO and (V) 20 ("7) ndecom j -- -i-, --abe 
of finit-e If char Xp>0 -b-hen G/--HC-0 i sa finJI-t-e 
P grOUP'. Lt 3 I LOLA-OWS frOM U11 1---DOf OAC 
E*5 
Ij - 8] a 
0 on O(Výý -is indecomposab"ez 
ile nww assiu" T, ed, -, e 'ha 
Let W b-- a raticn,, -I-D G li f- ! e suct , nod, 
A7w 
--2, . 3f, ý)-Y, Y where eech Y is indec 71,0 i ! -, ýjý 
JYV finite. width kas an H module) anCL 'o 
7 wh era Let- D- L-, -rid,,, (W) and B Kc- 
E EGJ fo hr all if 
)034 t4 on We show 1-j. riat) the t1i of any ortlhogonrlal i -L 
of 1 in B is at; moO 
74 
Letbe. abas -L s fo rK 
EG] It jq E3a 
de-llf'ine W-W by rL'j(w G5- x)= 11) 
One cann cliecl, -- that the so de'ianed are elýýments off ij 
"We w-ish to show that for a -, -'-ixed i 
(1) 6 J(D) for. all but a f-i-nitte ==, Ioer of j s,, ji E 
Here J(D) denotes the Jacobson --,. -ýý, 
dical off D. 
(B) 75 
By proposition 2 of 1 .3 D/J(D) is -F'inite dimm-sio-nall let 
be aX space complement to J(D) in D,,. is -A' u-_; _ 0 zia-I 'inite 
so theare is a finite di -7- -mensional fully invarian'. ýH subm, od-ale 
U of W such that the restrictio--vi map 
N FD Bnd KH 
(U) is injective on C. 
oll o-,. f. s that If DU =- 0 (D) induce3 an iSOMO- I 
f . D/J(D) --4, DU/ j(D, j) , 
(2) 
. 
Now. since 11(3 Po(l) has finite ý-. d(--Ith --'t : Ls loca-l--. '-ýT 
ful *4 . iant. Hence for fi-ed -! -Ly inval" -L 
& (u (3 xj-) 
L Ju-ii-te, dime-risiona-1 K space yf or al-L 
07- 'r T rhus 
(U C, 
-4 Xi) < 
:2u 
-; ci. tj 
subs. et 1'. of i. -I 
Hence &jiM -and Sw; o D,; al--'. - 
jV Ii by (2'),.. proving (1 
, gelbra acts on 
D as a group off IK alp I 
v(8 being defined ffor *( C i; '), - g #-- G 'O-y- 
9(zý 
t-fc, r el a: . 1- 
This gives ri, -, e to an action o--. ' G. orl D/T"D'% -, --at It, ý) V" 
-this aclo-ion is rational. u 
u n-C-U, f or D., G gTj eAkgu, 
) g. 
since u is fully invý--triant un d-: --" D. 
Since U <, U it -n-jilows t-hat fD is I 
the restriction map gdves rise to an is Om 0 ism 
(B) 
D/J (D) -4, /i (DU 
1) 
where Du= jOl(D),, 
715 
Now G acts naturally on End (U4) by conjugation and with tlais "T. I 
action End (U U hencel End kU, ) is a rational, G y1), U1 17' 
module. D is a slab G m, odiLle off B--qd, (U, ) henCe rationalr U11 
DTJ- J-eDU is a quotient of a rational module hence ralt-ional 
f inall'y jP -4,,. s an 
isomorphlsm of G modules hence, D/T(D) is a 
rational G r-odule,, 
Now by the Wedderburn theorem 
D/J(D) R, CZ, R say, a direct sum of -Trings , J. ý 1* where 
(, 1', it em3 - -1 K spaces EndK% j) for fini -- dime , ional 
H acts trivial-ly by conliaga-c-iOrL Or- %j 11 _, 
hceon, D "T 
D/j(Dýf is a 'j 
ji -ý, 2 --- 
U -3, tional GP--f modlule-. c-e-a 
tents o. -, -" 
D/J(D) . since they form. a sel'-, and G/H. idempo u 
connected G fixes ea.. ---Il- central idem-pot-E-Z. -fl"to, 
114 /-ý T -L --? -11 7!: - Thuo. cya -cus rationally on cae-, - a f-, rou- of al-- -bra C-J. u C-_ 
r aut om o rphi sm s G/H is uni-pote-nt gi, e .,, -ch 
structure o--'A'- a rati onal G mod-ale the Iii-woo, 's-I., tion of 
TI-7 7' , J- JLn --- 4t -h o an, o-l-thogonall decto -po J on 0 ; ýJote tvlae leng-t 




tDRb I-lie -natural s J-LS t/ - 
V ýGj d <sn LC' j"-G s kH) 




(: ) -, -- M aT) 
F- Ff IGP 0aC IF 
the ,, epr,: ýsentýýti on o-F 
G/H Ts 9 
(B )% 
F0r19, s z<, 1defi --r i se 
21 






iE It (9 E By (1) this is a well de 1--ined F: space 
4- 




(L, /) (g(v 0x -; Ts 
( V) v CX-) O--X L 
-V- -z-' -0x -where t'aen- r are -AS( (9 1 -. 
ýs 
"' ji(g) TGI)v ji ici 
defined by Ex. (g)x 
V) Sog (7- 0 X. 
s -, --r I- 
s 
j 
gA eN (v s 
jCI 
s 
9) (v Cv ox s 
21 r4s (Z; l )sý. iI. , k i J, L- "k" J. 9 kCI 
So , ýe must Show that 
ji k4 s jCI 
0 ac--'o- On i. e. usincy the def-i-r-i-1.11-do-ne J- v U.. L- - I. 
jilg) 
ý) 
s( l9kig) - JE! kj S li - jCI 




(g(w 0 xi)) =- ( : jý rji(g)gw @x ) 
qi 
xk ri j- 
(g) Okj (9T 
w 
-i =- - (w) o X. == ý9-- g 0,0 xi) 1- 6 :ý0. - ijs: ý- Ig (W) G, jCI 
rk j9 Ox X,, 
g Hence rji(9) 6)kj 
-LYLlg rk -j 
(9) 
jEl j El- tj 
to this equation we get 
One rmay easily check that A is. an al,, gel"n, a o:, V 
no 




.. **e (D -21111 t. 
NOW if (9 C 'yl-e r -. 
A then f ora 
.. 01 li. A. V. L. Iv e as s al- 
EB 6) E VD) for all i. j is -, y -i-potent 
78 
ideal of B., Thus ke-. -& is loca-l--, I-j- 11,01w 
1-: -, irl, End (V 0 (V 
sj,: ý 
( (Vs KG s-J, 1ý1. lkzl) 
V 
== DI (Exid ,4h. -L en == dirm "))) w 
C 1, (', 
I 
r-ý n. KG s 
Now End (K a loca-11- r. -i-xig SinCe GlIL -j-S 
3 
KG (H) 1 3- s 
uni. potent and so 
lengzth of an orthogonal decomposit-Ji-or. of in F-. into a sum 
Z: ý 
of -primitive idempolventus =- dim Vs0 
J- Since has a locally nilpouent ker--riel. we:, 
f1 iia number of idempotents in an orthogonal decom-poo-ition c-, 
B into a sum of idempotents : ký dim V_ -r2=be"- of 
79 
w 
idempotue--rits in an orthogonal decompossitJ f -1 . A. on of. 1 ±4 D inuo a 
sum of primitive idempotents ý no 
0 l-Tow 
implies 0 (yi 0 
ot" if 
" -, no ý ý- 
00 
(Yi') -I J: j al in G0 al 
are projection raa. -Ps suc'. "I thlat- 
e acts a-9 iden-bilty or. ýO(Y. ) and zero on ý) 0 
(y )f i. 
j i- 
then I=e+ occ-o +eJ. k. " n l, '-' an 0 hogona2- decomposlf L 'tion of 1 of 
-0 71 N, ý0 (77--1 lenf-; -th in., 2, hs e1 mus t CD - b- primitive ar--d so 
is indecomposabl'I e. 
oo fo -12, ( "I - -^ 7- r .r j- , 4) *L ýN t0ý. p 0., -, I 
'X, be a rational -modul nt 
r, j 77 
Htj', 10Uý- '. OSS -, -en, ýrc -0 Fool) = oc L Of ,. -i -S _L _- ýLz) - Q- - ; -, i is 
left By `Jo- heore t' m eds a ra. __. _ia_ 
Z whic'L i: ýi -7 -1 a we -Laay also 
takee to be simple. innc-e G/H! i6 conn, ýct'---d an. -I 
U-h. e f inJ -'U of H hc'mo-- G/H permutes ', -Lt ese ye--neovls of 
Z. 9 
(i! t. \ ". ' 
'7' 0Lj = 
Thus 0V 
(as H Laodules 
r7. i Tr ox .T2; ýon. dso H) 
ý (x) 54 0o 
is c c), -L, -. l pletes the proof of tin the oremo 
Exm2le We give w exmy! e of a f im0e dnensi onA M Eodul -a 
i; GC OM'ý, L ni enlu Vw'hichis not a f. is V 
In ord,,::, ýr to smooth our way we , 2-ive a deffinit. -Loic-i and ca. C) 
lemma. 
(B) 80 
Def inition Let G be an algebraic group o-,, -er IK ar-d Ha cl osed 
subgroup. Let (P : YrGj KCH 'he restr-i- UP We be u c`ion ma 
say a rat-JIonal H module V is aG comjýonentu 
--f'or ome rat ional G module (o 
Remark If G is f-inite t1lien any H r-, ýodule -ý, r is aG COLL,,, 
sii ic. eV 
a. O(FO(V))., 
In genceral we have the oil o,.; i -ng 
I 
. je=a 
Let G be an algebraic group over'117,131 a cioBed subc-ro-Li- ID --L7, 
and ri KCHI the re3trict-ion ma-o-,, ratio-1 " 
com-po-- L-z mo%.. -, )-le H &s au t -L A oray the 
0 --io- 17 
om eT re-,. b. -6. He 
Ct is thl,, 3, nat-v. -, al roap 3-s e 
rf oo 
N Ob-T-41-bus 
et VIF O ý 
WWara 'U ion eL G. lt , cdule 
v 
0 al- 
d 0'. C4 v ch a- 
1: V, - 
By the u-nive -p pi 
ino- 
2oal ---a, 3 
p -J- 0 PUE' -A Uy 
Uhere L.. ' 
G ma 
.p 
W 0 (V) 




eX e 1 -%, 7, c, 
TT 
, hiccln implileýý e is-, O. -n-t o, and 
0 ke r O(Vý 
e 
V- 0iss -p 1 t 
'Remark If V is a finite dimensio. -nal module 
V is observable (see 




Now let G1xy 





Y. 9 zK algebrai cally closer' 01zI- -% C, 
(0 
0T) 
Let KýG] K[H] be the restriction map. 
ai 
KCXjqYjZ] Vnere Xv Ys Z are as in exampi 13 of par, 








ow h Y. ýz 
Cx) (a + yb) + 
S- obE RrG] (H) an, 
so 






+ P(Y) so we require 
b : =ý 1 ig) ah Ylz +Z 
fo r a3-. '. - y d ah- rb 
Y,. Z 41 a a(Xp Y, Zý a( .7 "7 
Using the equa'U-ioxns 
. Yh YI a'n al Z 
1, z "Y' z Y. q, z Z 
+1-'ind a. a (: i) + Ya, -X) and '0 (X) =af or poiyziomials 01k, 1 
.; -0 e may identify 
0 (V%) t n- a. and a,. Thus w%- 
ý r-, r7 KLAJ + Gl i 
G is unipotent hence soc G 
(K-LIG] K aaid so 
indecomposable as aG module. 
(B) 
life sho,; v further that the YH inoCtule 
82 
(p, ( po (7) ) is ind- ecc, --posab. -. 1-e. 1 
Let lbe a KH eridomorphism of detezrmines K space 
endomorphisms of K6d .9 L9ij for I, < i., j <2 defined by 1-F 
(9 (a (X) ) =z- (a (X) Y C921 (a (X) 
ýle, (Yb (D) =-- 19 1 KEXJ (bUý) for a(X) and b(X) 12(b(X'ý +Y0 22 j ii ýj 
Us ing the fact that C' is a Xh- map we get 
-0, and el 1 
(9 say where vi, (--Kb(X)) 22 
for all. b (X) C K[ý[) Hence is mult. ipl ic at --'Lon 
by 
V 





0 Olf (X) I 
o 
Y, endor-lorph isms of XIXI L L :: -, ing Lrul t -p-1 i on by f 
V( V f b, 
It follows that if- 19 is an ill-lem 
.poe 
nt o-., -- 1 th -. r, la - 
Hence. the IGI module Qp (PO(V)) is indecom-oosable, 
00J, - 
By the above lemma V cannot be aG com-porlent.. . 
32 
Let K be af Ld which i3 the algebraic closure 
0--f 
subfield, We now show that if G is an algebraic group ove--r 
Ha normal closed sifogroup slach that GII. Ht is unircotent -, --d 




Lemma if x 
el (0 1)I 
closed of characteristic p>o and 
.1 
xq =x7. 
xK al--ebraic ally 
-where q. is some 
power o--IL2' -o, then every KH module extends to a rational 1, 'Cl- 
module. 
Proof I --t KCG-j' Y, ('H. jbe the restrict-ion map,. 
Ix K' I where g= L1 X(g) i for any gEG. 
(0 
1/v 
DefJ.... ri e map * 
CG Ito be tl 
-e 
pu--, u- yKsI Yp ý, ý ,, -ý-q- 
11 
or no ta . 0te 
ý, Q H pf algebra -map since 
I-To q- ( 
it is however a coalgebra malp . 
Tilans if t -a T-r(drComod. -ale 'V is a H, -,, comnodlý, -Ie 
'V) a-a L --%- 1 0. 
'V)' and ýo ( ljý() ý) -= 0 
(V) V 
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Proy)o, c)ition Let K be- af ie-*'&-C'-' which, is th e al-. 11-ge"Dra-ic cl o,. 1 ý-7xe o--J- 
its prime suDf-Jeld (-; U-LIA. -Let 
G an. algebra-11-c over, 
0 .,. j 'r'r is Suppose G= K7"'. uheý one dime -Jonall i. l-nipotentv Zrourp. - 
If 
.1 
L dimeansicmal 'Llill --odule a finite subgroup oal' G then Emv finit L CD -a 
-; saf ini 'i ,eG component * 
(B) 
Proof Let V be a finite dimen. sionaI KFI "module. 
St-ejR- 1 Withcwt l osa of generality (,. F-joG) r, o GH=G. 
a 
Proof Pa tL = Go H. let X[G3 
K'ELI and X[13 
-4. Y-&-17 f 
8A 
-t- K [H I be, ý resstriction rLa-pa, 
SUPPOse V ltý'00'ij -ý for some --', -Ini"u-e dimensiona], - rational 
mod-ul, '=-. - W. Now 
IG#*Li <oo implies WI and so 
VI VI N ("JA 0 W) )= ý" , (Pý 0( W) )9 ý- 0 (W) is f init e 10 -0 TO 
dimensi. onal and so V -,, -s a f9in-itaa G component. 
Ste '1-1'üOG cha. 4- K= 
Proof Suppose char K-0.9 H r) GO is a finite torsion free 
04-., 
P" - -ý ITHI groulp so Hn G EC. c1l. is SeMiSiM -L"3 cY 
is evaluation at I 
rr, CG V00 (V) (V' 91 Krri] t-t (V' P0 (11 (G 0), 
0 
the last isomorphism holds since mult ip-11-1-cat ion HxGG 
is an isomorphism of varall. ---'ýItljies. ThLus V is a %X component, 
JG 
7p>0. We now assume char . 
Step t: )- WLOG H is ap group, 
.0 Proof "D Jsa If Sylow p subgroup of H,, V 0 (V) 
where Cj K['H3 KLP*j is resturictiony- 
D., G. Hion-an's theorem (see, le=a 51.2 of t'ý4j Suppose 
(90(v) to where 9: YCGJ ZCP3 is the restriction. 




(i v 0 (90 (V) 0 0 (w) -t 0o ro 
where & X[G 
OP] is the resu triction .e ab ove 




is also a crossection for PG 0 in G, - 
This in -', -urn is ti-ae 
I Oq 1 0. '01 si -ILI CeG* PG .1 HG H('-o 'Go II ]H,., Pl 
P01,10 00 IG9. GII- 
beca, ruse IMG 
0 
: z--: H-)G 
0 as, IY'%, G 0 is a normal p subgroup of-IF' 1-il, o 
T. 'rius by V is a finite G component. 
Ste-o 4G0Z( G) p th ece r-t reo-; " 
llrCof H iss a -p gro'-a7i- hence G iis) t. -ýnip u -P --ole-nt- 'e-ce. n. -Jlpotent 
Dl 1T (H ii he r-, -.. sn-r o G r- 1 
-1 -L By r-ilpotence there is an ri such lulaat- 4s -zj. ý .-4 . 
4- Ti J- d 
e H n+l is 
infinite, ý. ;: IiinC H G 
(IT 
C, H -1) 
t S a- 
G Is, Hence G 111EI 0 Go as G4s an e G ("n) 
Hence Gr 0 ceent-L-a-2--ises H tz-: If 11Cý 0nd CxI 0 i-s dimensional. 
0 
abelian so zi ( G) 
.0-, LOG ITEriG may ba, 4'en'if,; ed t 2z 5 W. - -Lu U -1. JL -; - U 
subf ield of K. 
-T, 
07 
: (Cl) We -. ide. -, -,. 'tify G i, -th ar-.,,... -j Proo 'i J denote b-v K 
-1- 
0 '7' Ir 1- r en us of G whicli correspond to the subf Ji-eld ol . -., vi elem 
a elements, where q is some power of p. 
(3) 
Ul 
-)G, 0 ig a finJite subgroup of Go., ". '. Us -TT-, -)GO < f'or som e qc 
0=T, ý Put H= III iýThere 
1,11 
= K(q); H ir) G moreol-'al- 
v v o(o ( 4K 0 (V) where ri, -. Tflýij -*- K[H I Ls the res uriction map, 
since H is finite,, Hence if o(O(V) is a --f-i-nite -. ompor-ent, 
s"-,, iA s) 
SteI2 V is a finite G component. 
P-1-oof V affords representation P :H say. ZInce 





: 7H, nd (ýfr) e: ý7tee-. nds luo x, 






(xy) EI F, x 
Delfine a :: -ý- . pre 
s at ion 
ýr ýND( -N 
6 inc. - G0 <- Z (G) this d "iL "I. re re s -I- _; _ le, -) a rationa- enrua-ý, ` on of 
HxG00 jl-'Tow 01 (kerl 1 and so NO date=Lnes a ratiom-OL 
representation 177 G Ehid x (-T) which r--xte-., n-ds 77. Hence, if 
affords the G moduae Yp CO fY) 2: ' -T amd so -7 is a finite 10 
n G comporient 
, OsitiO. " clearly proves 
the claim tha:, be-giring 0- This prop 
the section. 
(B) 87 
Remaxýks 1 I.,, Ie -vion-cler whether it is lu-nue, ll-jlk-t: ý -' -, a if IH-, is a --fin-ite 
subgroup of an ý)Igebraic gro7aD G over 1: then every f inite 
dimensional = module is a finite G co: 2po. - r ent 
3j-. ý -- de By analogy -Jith Green's theorem [5r theorem. . 




., ped that a prooff of the modules o-A. ' a fim4te group -v, Te had ho. -ý 
I 
'heory of relative conjecture o-, u f 3-1 woald shed light on . he - 
injectivity for algebraic groups2 in the sense of 
[2-7 e 
v 
no longer, believe 'uh-; &-s would be. -the case,, 
(B) -, -_g 
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